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to break the crystal lattice in order to separate two positive and negauve ions to

infinite distance.

During the formation of an 
ionic compound it can be seen that the processes

involved arc; (i) The forination of a positive ion by removal of one or more

electrons from a neutral atoin and (ii) the formation of negative ions by the

neutral atonis by acquiring electron. The first process involves the ionization

energy and the second process involves the electron affinity of ' the atoms. The

ionization energy required for the formation of positive ion and the energy

released during the negative ion formation are opposed to each other. As a

general rule, the ionization energy is much greater than the cicctr' on affinity.

When the difference between the two values for given atorns is small, the

chemical combination results in the formation of ionic compound. When the

difference is large, the compound produced will bc either partly or almost

completely covaIent.

But the formation of an 
ionic compound is not only dependent upon the

difference between the 
aniouriLs ofionization energy and electron affinity but also

upon the lattice energy of the compound. Thus in chemical reactions leading to

ionic compounds the energy required to produce the positive ion must be

supplied by the release of energy in another pin of the re4iction. For instance, the

formation of the solid from the ions would provide energy through the action of

electrostatic forces, i. e., the lattice energy is available to 
supply the difference

between ionization energy and electron affinity. It may , be noted that ionic

compounds are not made up of individual molecules. Th crystal lattice i s built of

a cluster or ion pairs in the form of groups. The num[Kr of groups around a

central ion (crystal coordination number) is determined by the radii of the

respective ions involved. Measurements of lattice energy have been made by

means of a cyclic process known as energy cycle, specifically known as Bom-

Haber Cycle. as given in Fig.3-3 in the case of NaCl :

E = Electron affinity for Cl, I = ionization energy of ' Na (' gas), S =

sublimation energy of Na (solid), D = dissociation energy of C12 and U = Lattice

energy of the for-mation of NaCt (solid).
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Na(solid) + ' C1 2 (gas)	
Allf	

NaCl (solid)

1	

2	 98	
T

183 1 – U

+ 2 D . 29

+S 26	 Cl (gas)	 - E	
4 Cl- (gas) + Na + (gas)

1	
88

Na (gas)	 + I

118
Fig. 3-3. Born-HabcT cycle for NaCl

The heat of forniadonnMf of NaG from Na (solid) and C1 2 (gas)

LHf -= E — I — S — 1 /2 D + U

Lattice Energy U	
121.4nZ'Z-	

I — 
0.0345 )

r * + r-	r+ + r-

The Relationship Between Ionic and Covalent Bond

Covalent Character of Ionic Bond : In most cases the distinctions

between ionic and covalent bonds are not very sharp. It may be remembered that

ionic bond and covalent bond are extreme types of electronic interaction. Many

chemical compounds involve a complex blending of both types of bonds. Hence

the chemical bond may be considered as partly ionic and partly covalent and the

relative degree of each type of bonding varies from compound to compound.

The difference between ionization energy of positive ions and electron

affinity of negative ions indicate the nature of bounding between the two atoms.

A small difference indicate ionic bond whereas a large difference points to

covalent bond.

In a molecule containing two dissimilar atoms, displacement of electric

charge takes place. This is much more prominent in the case of atoms of

different sizes. Thus when a small positive ion conics very close to a large

negative ion, the negative ion may be pulled out of shape or distorted as shown

in Fig. 3-4. The distorted ion is not symmetrical but its centres of negative and

positive charges have been displaced.
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(^O___

Separate ions	 Some distortion	 Maxinium distortion

Inter-ionic attractions	 Intermediate	 leading to

(ionic bond)	 bond	 covalent bond

Fig . 3-4. Distortion of electron clouds.

Polarisation : The distortion of the electron cloud of a negative ion by a

positive ion in a molecule is known as "polarisation." Molecules containing

disLroted electron clouds having separate cenLres of positive and negative

electricity are know n as polar molecules. 'Me bonds between polarised ions or

atoms are Wown as polar bonds. An extreme case of polarity is represented by

an ionic compound such as sodium chloride (Na* — Cl -) in which the sodium

ion is almost completely positive and chloride ion is almost completely

negative, and hence the bond is purely ionic. But if the size of the anion is much

larger than that of the cation, the ionic bond has tendency to show covalent

character because of polarisation. For instance, AgF is an ionic compound,

soluble in water and colourless, whereas AgI is, to a great extent, covalent

compound insoluble in water and coloured. In general, the greater the extent of

polarisation, the greater is the covalent character of the chemical bond.

Fajans' Rule : Polarisation of ions depends upon a number of factors.

According to Fajans' rule, the greatest effect of polarisation is produced in

molecules having,

(i) Small size of caUon,

(ii) Large size of anion,

(iii) High charge on either cation or anion,

(iv) Cations with electrons in d and f orbitals.

The overall effect of the above factors produce increased degree of covalent

bond in ionic compounds.
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Taking melting point as a criterion to distinguish between ionic and

covalent bond, the comparison in Table 3.6 gives some idea about the effects of

charge and size and distortion in the respective molecules according to the Fajans'

rule. It may also be remembered that some covalent substances, such as diamond

and silica, have high melting points because they occur as giant molecules.

Table 3.6. Melting points and Fajans' Rule.

- P . ( *C)

1396

632

962

440

801

247

-30

422

776

-30

Bond Type
	

Polarisat ion due lo

Ionic

Less ionic
	

large I-

Ionic

Almost covalent
	

Small Be'2

Ionic

Less ionic	 Sn*2

Covalent	 Sn"

Less ionic	 CU*2 (with d electron)

Ionic

CovaleRt	 Ti"

Molecules

MgF2

M912
BaC12

BeC12

NaCl

SnCl2
SnC14

CUC12

KCI

Flectronegativity

"Electronegativity has been defined as the power of attraction by an atom for

electrons in a molecule." The atom which has greater attracting power for the

electrons in a molecule is said to be strongly electrophilic or clectroncgative or it

is said to have a high electronegativity. A covalent bond between like atoms

may be regarded as a true covalent bond since both the atom exhibit equal power

of attraction for the electrons in the molecule.

The polafity of a covalent bond depends primarily on the difference in the

cicctroncgativity of the two elements forming the bond. Changes of the polar

character of covalent bonds can be observed in the following series of

isoclectronic molecules (molecules having the same total number of electrons).

CH,	 NH,	 OH,	 FH
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The C- H, N- H, 0 - H and F - 1 1 bonds are increasingly more

polarised so that F is more clectronegitive than 0 which, in turn is more

clecLroncgative than N and C is least clectronegative. The clectroncgativity of

these atoms are in the order of

F>O>N>C

The term electronegaLivity is connected with a number of properties which

may characterize an element and the behaviour of its compounds.

Electronegativity of an element is influenced by the size of the atom and by die

number of electrons required for it to form a stable ion.

By considering various types of experimental data Pauling has made a

quantitative calculations of clectronegativity values of various elements. The

relative clearonegativity values of some of the more common elements are

given in Table 3.7. These values are based upon an arbitrary scale. Notice that

the non-mcLals have higher clecLronegativity values than the metals. Thus,

fluorine, the most chemically active non-metal, has highest clect-ronegativity

(4.0) and cesium, the most chemically active metal (with the rx)ssible excepOon

of francium), has the lowest clecLroncgativity (0.7). Because the metals have

relatively low clect-ronegativities and tend to assume a positive charge in

compounds, they arc generally called clectropositive and non-metals are known

as electronegauve.

Calculation of Electronegativity Values : Two main methods for

calculating the clectronegativity values of elements are (a) Pauling's method and

(b) Mulliken's method.

Table 3.7. Electronegativity or some elements (Pauling Scale).

F

1.0
	

1.5
	

2.1	 2.0
	

2.5
	

3.0
	

3.5
	

4.0

Na
	

Mg
	

Al
	

Si
	

P
	

S
	

CI

0.9
	

1.2
	

1.5
	

1.8
	

2.1
	

2.5
	

3.0

K
	

Ca
	

Ge
	

As
	

Se
	

Br

0.8
	

1.0
	

1.8
	

2.0
	

2.4
	

2.8
Rb
	

ST
	

Sn
	

Sb
	

Te
	

1
0.8
	

1.0
	

1.8
	

1.9
	

2.1
	

2.5
Cs
	

Ba
	

Pb
	

Bi
0.7
	

0.9
	

1.8
	

L9
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(a) Pauling's method : This is based on the estimated contribution of the

ionic nature A'13 - of bond between two atoms A and B to the actual bond

between A and B (AB).

If the actual bond energy measured experimentally between A and B = AH

and the bond energy for a truly covalent bond = EAB, then the resonance energy

caused by the ionic character of the bond = AH-EAB . The value of EAB was

obtained from either the ariLhmatic or geometric mean of the bond energies of the

bonds A—A (EAA) and 13-13 (EBB) respecfivciy so that

EAA + EBBEAB =	
2	

or EAB = NF—EAA - EBB

The difference between AH and EAB is the ionic resonance energy of bond

A—B. This ionic resonance energy, designated as A, is large for molecules

having widely different clectronegativities.

If XA and XB are the clectronegativities of element A and B respectively, then

these were related to A by the relationship

XA—XB = 0.208 NFA

Pauling arbitrarily fixed X for H = 2.1 and for F = 4.0 in order to calculate the

clectronegativity values of other elements.

(b) Mulliken's method : According to Mulliken's definition,

clecLronegativity of an atom is equal to the arithmatic mean of its electron

affinity and its ionization potential.

Thus the electronegativity XA of atom A is given by the relationship

IA + EA
XA ^	

2

where IA is the ioni7ation energy and EA 
is 

the electron affinity of atom A.

This method is of limited value since the measurement of electron affinity is

difficult, but has been found to be useful in explaining the ionic changes in bond

hybridization. Thus the difference in the properties of sp, sp 2 and 
Sp3 hybfidized

carbon compounds can be readily explained.

Ionic Character of Covalent Bond

The calculated electroncgativity values are in accord with chemical facts

when the differences in electronegativity values are used as the basis for
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comparison. A small difference in the electronegativity values of the two atoms

forming the bond indicates almost equal sharing of electrons forming a non-polar

type of bond (covalent bond). The larger the clectronegativity difference, the

more polar is the bond and charge separations between the atoms are greater

resulting in pronounced ionic character. 'Me amount of ionic character in the

series of hydrogen halides indicates a decrease in the order of HF, HCl, HBr and

HI as shown in Fig. 3-5. 'Me charge separation in HF is much greater than

that in fil. HCI and HBr are intermediate kiween HF and Ill. H in, say, HCl,

has a partial positive charge and Cl, a partial negative charge, represented as

and 8- respectively.

H

Thus HCl molecule has a strong polar covalent bond.

When a molecule contains a number of bonds, the charge separation is rather

complex. Some schematic representations of the molecules showing the

displacement of electron pair bond and partial charges are given in Table 3.8.

Difference in electronegativities XA—XB of hydrogen and halogen.

Fig. 3-5. Relationship between ionic character and clectronegativity.
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Table 3.8. Charge separation in molecules.

Compound

HBr

ICI

H2O

H,S

Eleciron-pair

displacemerd
----------

H ^ Br

^7 ^ 6.

fi . S

Partial charge

displacemerd

8.	
8-

It - Br

5.	
8-

I - C1

8.	 81

li — 0

5+	 6^

11 —S
I

1114

Dipole Moments : One important physical property which is the result

of charge separation in polar covalent compounds is dipole moment or electrical

dipole moment. The extent of charge separation between two atoms in a

molecule is measured by 5 = pAle, where 8 is the bond length, e is the charge of

an e1ccLron and p is dipole moment of the bond. 8 is a fraction of an clecLron

charge and its quantity i s such if + 8 
be 

placed on one atom and —5 on the other,

the molecule would have the observed dipole moment p. Distance between A and

B = d. 8 = fraction of charge on either A or B.

+5	 —6

A < 
d- > B

Dipole moment provides an index of the polarity of a molecule; the greater

the value of dipole moment, the greater is the polarity. 'Me values of dipole
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moments for hydrogen halides and the elearonegativitics of halogens are given

below.

Hydrogen	 Electronegativiiy	 Dipole inwnent
halide	 of halogens	 g (Debye Unit)

H F	 F = 4.0	 1.91

HCI	 Cl = 3.0	 1.03

Iffir	 Br = 2.8	 o.78

III
	 I = 2.5	 0.38

Thus from the eicctroncgativity values, IIF is the most polar of all

hydrogen halides and has a large value for the dipole moment.

Resonance Structures

The polar covalent bond does not indicate die presence of NO covalent and

ionic bonds in the same molecule. The polar bond has been produced by the

combination of different types of electronic interactions in cerLfin proportions. In

a molecule of IlCI having largely a covalent bond but %vah some ionic char-acter,

the bond may be considered as a blend of covalent bond and ionic bond between

H and Cl. Hence the bond is neither purely covalent, nor purely ionic but a blend

of the two extreme types with varying prorK)rtions. (see Chapter 2 Page 85)

Bond Length, Bond Angle and Bond Fnergy

Bond Length : The distance between the ccnLres of two nuclei of atoms

connected by a chemical bond is known as bond length. The distance between

two atoms or bond length in a molecule has been calculated by the use of the

sum of covalent radii. The distance involved betw
een two atoms or the bond

length is very small and is generally expressed in terms ol ' Angstrom units (I

= 10-8 cm). (See also page 106)

The bond lengths in molecules are measured by various methods, such as X-

ray diffrac6on and spectroscopic methods. The bond lengths between two atoms

bonded by a single covalent bond appear to be nearly constant. Thus C--CI bond

length in CH 3CI , CH 3CH 2CI , CHC13 and CC14 is almost 1.76 A. Similarly,

C--C single bond in many of the organic compounds is of the order of 1.54 A.
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If R AB is the interatomic distance between two atoms A and B, it has been found

that RAB is equal to the mean of the bond lengths A—A and B—B. In other

words, if rA is the covalent radius of A and rB the covalent radius of B, then

RAA + RBB
RAB = rA + rB =	 2

Bond lengths between two atoms may also 
be 

designated as double or triple

bond which are measured in similar manner as the single bond. Ilence for atoms

we can assign single, double and triple bond covalent radii. Radii of some atoms

are given in Table 3.9. (See also Table 3.1)

Table 3.9. Single, double and triple bond covalent radii in
unit.

Atom
	

Single bond
	

Double bond
	

7 riple bond
covalenj radius	 covalcni radius	 covaleta radius

H
	

0.30

B
	

0.88
	

0.76
	

0.68

C
	

0.77
	

0.67
	

0.60

N
	

0.74
	

0.62
	

0.55

0
	

0.73
	

0.55

P
	

1.10
	

1.00

S
	

1.04
	

0.94

Cl
	

1.00
	

M
	

ON

But there are factors which influence the bond lengths; for instance, the

polarity of a covalent bond has tendency to decrease the bond length and hence

the calculated value may be a little too large. Again, the increase in coordination

number may increase the bond distance. Bond distance in molecules may also be

influenced by resonance and electronic interactions of complex types and also the

strength of bond varies for different reasons. T'hus CO2 the structure 0--C--O

is more appropriate since C uses sp hybrid and two 
7E bonds due to overlapping

between delocalizcd p orbitals.

Bond Angle : The angle between the directions of two bonds in a

molecule is called the "bond angle".



Bond hybridization

sp

SP2

SP3

Sp 3d or dSp3

Geotnetry
	

Bond angle

Linear
	

180o

Triangular
	

120'

Tetrahedral
	

109' 28'

Trigonal
	

Basal — 120'

bipyrarnid
	

Apical-90'

sP
3d2 or d2 SP 

3

dsp2

Octahedral	 90o

Square planar	
90.
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A bonding electron pair is concentrated most strongly in the direction of the

line joining the bonded atoms. These bonded atoms may be joined to a central

atom and then each electron pair or pairs may form separate bond. The bond

angle in molecules depend upon various factors, namely the charge distribution,

geometry of the molecules, symmetry, hybridization etc. Some of these are

shown below for normal molecules.

In most cases regular geometrical shapes are di ,,tortcd for various reasons

giving rise to the variation of bond angles.

Bond angles for some molecules and ions arc given in Table 3.10. The

geometry of the molecules have been discussed in Chapters 5 and 24.

Table 3.10. Bond angles of some molecules and ions.

Species	 Angle	 5pecies	 Angle

CP,	 H—C—H 1090	sc^	 O---S—O 120o

pq"4+	 H—N—H 109'	 NO,-	 O—N—O 120o

H2O	 H--G--H 105'	 NHJ	 H—N—H 107'

Bond Energy : "Bond energy" is defined as the energy required to split the

molecule into atoms. This may also be defined as the energy released in the

formation of a molecule from atoms by assuming that the total energy is

composed of separate contributions from each bond. Bond energy may be

determined from the spectrum or by measurement of equilibrium constants for

dissociation of the molecules at high temperatures. When there is only one

formulation of covalent bond in a molecule, the bond energy calculated by

applying summation of Hess' Law agrees well with the experimental

determination, for instance, in CH 4, but not in C6H6- Bond energy, therefore,
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gives indication of the type of bonding involved and also points out the

existence of single, double or triple bonds in a molecule. The bond strength

resulting from a variety of reasons throws much light on the stability of

molecules, and are of great practical applications.

For example, Pauling's values of clectronegativi6es of elements have been

derived from the experimentally determined values of bond energies. The bond

energy of Cl--Cl bond is the energy required to separate the Molecule Of C12 into

two atoms (20), not ions. Similarly, bond energy of 11 2 is the energy requital
to 

Split Il2 into two atoms of 14. The bond energy of H—Cl can be calculated as

the arahmatic or geometric mean of the two bond energies of CI—Cl and H-11.

In the same way, calculations for bond energies of other molecules can be

derivcd. Bond energies of molecules can also be directly determined

experimentally. The difference between the calculated bond energies and the

experimentally determined values, A, is a measure of the polarity of the bond and

is related to the clecLronegativity. The greater the difference in bond energies, the

greater is the polarity and hence greater will be the difference in electronegafivity

values of the atorns formin^ the molecule. These facts are illustrated in Table

1.11 with some examples.

Table 3.11. Bond energy and electronegativity difference.

Bond	 Calculaied	 Experirnenzal	 Energy
	

Elecironegativity

rnean bond bond energy 	 difference
	

difference between

A—B	 energy	 Kcal / rwle	 A
	

A—B

Kcal / mote

Si—F
	

43
	

128
	

85
	

2.2

H—F
	

67
	

135
	

68
	

1.9

H-4)
	

59
	

108
	

49
	

1.4

H—Cl
	

79
	

103
	

24
	

0.9

43	 .19
	

6
	

0.5
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QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

I - Explain how positive and negative ions are formed from neutral elements.

2. What is meant by "ionization potential"? How is it related to the tendency of the
elements to form positive or negative ions?

3. Explain the tenm "electronega6vity" of the elements.

4. What is meant by polar molecule ? Give example.

5. How the polarity of bond in a molecule is related to elecLroneg4tivity differences

between the atoms of the molecules?

6. Explain Fajans' Rule with examples.

7. Discuss : (a) The ionic character of covalent bond, (b) The covalent character of
ionic ^oncl.

8. What is meant by radius-ratio effect in ionic crystals? How it governs the
geometrical shape of the crystalline substances?

9. Define the following :— (a) Crystal lattic^ (b) Lattice energy, (c) Crystal co-
ordination number, (d) Polarisation, (c) Electron affinity, (0 Bond length, (g)
Bond angle, (h) Bond energy, (i) Covalent radii, 0) Ionic radii.

10. Which of the following pairs of substances should be more polar than the other'?

(a) 1120 and H2S; (b) HI and HF; (c) AIF3 and AIC13; (d) KCI and PC13 ; (C) ICI and
KI.

11. Discuss the bonding systems and shapes of the following molecules

N11 3 ; SF4;PC'5;S'C'4

12. The bond lengths of 02 and Br 2 are 1.988 A and 2-290 A respectively. Find die

length of the Br-Cl bond in bromine monochloride.

13. Given H to H distance in NH 3 is 0.1634 nm and N-H bond distance is 0.101 nin.

Calculate the bond angle H-N-H.

14. The electronegativities of F, Cl, Br and I are 4.0, 3.0, 2.8 and 2.5 respectively,
Explain why the dipole moments decreases in the sequence HF, IICI, H Br. and
HI, even thodgh the bond length and the number of electrons increase.

15. Bond evergies for the following bonds are

H—H = 104 Kcal/mole

0=0 = 118

O=H = III

Calculate energy change 
in 

the reaction

2H2 (g) + 02 (9) = 2H20 (g)-

16. Calculate the heat of formation Allf of crystalline NaF using the following data

according to Born-Haber cycle.

Na (g)	 Na (g)	 = + 26.0 Kcal (S)

F2 (9)	 2F (g)	 = + 36.6 Kcal (D)

Na (g)	 Na' (g)	 = + 120.0 Kcal (1)

F (g) + e-	-4 F (g)	 = 83.5 Kcal (E)

Na+ (g) + F (g) -+ N a+ F_	 (s)	 216.7 Kcal (U)

\-,9

P-9



CHAPTER 4

CLASSIFICATION OF THE ELEMENTS

The 105 substances well-known as elements arc the foundation of the study

of chemistry. Attempts have always been made to discover an arrangement and

order in a complex science such as chemistry comprising a vast number of

experimental facts about all the 105 elements. In order to facilitate a systematic

study of the vast facts we must classify them in a way that lays emphasis on

similaribes and differences between isolated and unrelated phenomena. The earlier

attempts at such a classification have been attributed to many scientists and

proved to be very useful in developing the modem system which is based upon

the elemonic arrangement of atoms. It is, therefore, worthwhile to trace the

developments.

Early Attempts at Classification

1. Noble Metals and Base Metals : In one of the earliest attempts at

the classificafion, the metals were divided into two groups. gold and silver were

considered to be noble metals, whereas copper, iron, fin lead etc. were included

among the base metals. When elements which are non-mcials were discovered, a

further classification into metals and non-metals were introduced and made it

possible to anticipate the difference in the properties of hitherto unknown

elements.

2. Dobereiner's Triads : In 1829, J. W. Dobereiner observed that

several of the elements could be grouped together in sets of three, called triads,

which have closely related properties. The triads are found to have either nearly

the same atomic weights or differ by an almost constant difference. Using

present-day atomic weights which are more accurate than those used by

Doberciner, the rclabonships among some triads may be shown as in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Dobereiner's Triads.

Trulds	 Atomic weights	 Difjerence between
consecuiive elements

Li	 6.940

Na	 22.997	 16.057

K	 39.100	 16.103
Cl	 35.457

Br	 79.916	 44.459
1	 126.91	 46.994

Fe	 55.85

Co	 58.94	 Almost the same at. wLs.
Ni	 58.71

4-1. A portion of the Telluric

Screw on a flat SUTfaCC

The triads of Dobereiner represent the first

reported attempt at classification of

elements on the basis of atomic weights.

This observation stimulated further

attempts to seek additional and wider

numerical relationships. But most of the

attempts did not meet with much success,

largely because the atomic weights were

not evaluated correctly. Mention may be

made about Pettcnkofer series which

suggested that the atomic weights of

chemically similar elements can be

represented by arithmatic series. Thus

oxygen, sulphur, selenium and tellurium

could be classed as family of elements

represented by the series I +2nx8 where I =

at. wt. of 0 and n=O, 1, 2, 3, A French

scientist, de Chancourtois, constructed a

verfical cylinder on which he arranged the

elements spirally at heights proportional to

their atomic weights. It was found that
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similar elements appeared above one another on the cylinder. This arrangements

is known as the Telluric Screw and this proved to be the forerunner of the

modem classifica6on of elements. A flat surface of the Tclluric Screw is shown

in Fig. 4-1. ,

3. Law of Octaves : In 1864, John Newlands arranged the elements in

the increasing order of their atomic weights and observed that every eighth

clement in the list beginning from any given element showed a repetition of the

physical and chemical properties of the first clement. Because of its resemblance

with the eight notes in musical scale this concept of the classification of

elements was known as the Law of Octaves. Unfortunately this basically sound

idea was not well rece ; ved by scientists of Ncwlands'timc. It may be pointed out

that the inert gases were not then known and the discovery of the inert gases

completely shelved the idea of the Law of Octaves.

Periodic Law :

In 1869, a German chemist, LoLher Meyer, and a Russian scientist, Dmitri

Mendeleeff, working independently and from different viewpoints, proposed a

detailed relationship between the physical and chemical properties of the

'0	 20	 30
	 40	 50	 60	 70	 so	 90

A'—, —bl,

Fig. 4-2. The atomic volume curve of the elements.
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elements and their atomic weights. Meyer selcued some physical properties

related to the atomic weights, namely atomic volume. Taking atomic numbers

instead of atomic weights as the basis a graph of atomic volumes (the volume

occupied by I g. atom of an element or at. wt. divided by the density) against

atomic numbers is shown in Fig. 4-2. This graph does reveal a periodic

variation of atomic volume when the elements arc arranged in the increasing

order of atomic weights or atomic numbers. It may be noted that a periodic

variation repeats itself more or less at regular intervals or periods with the

change of variables. Thus the change of seasons in a year is a periodic

phenomenon. Night and day are periodic phenomena. The swing of a pendulum

to and fro is a periodic phenomenon.

Mendclecff gave a more deUled comparison of the physical and chemical

properbes of the elements and set up a periodic system in which the elements

were arranged in horizontal ROWS (series) and vertical COLUMNS (groups)

according to increasing atomic weights. This arrangement is the basis of our

modern Periodic Table. Mendelceff observed that when all the 65 elements

(known at that time) were arranged according to increasing atomic weights,

Similarities and differences 
in 

their properties would be apparent. This was

enunciated in the form of a PERIODIC LAW which stated that the physical and

chemical properties of the elements are periodic functions of their atomic

weights.

The discovery of rare gases during 189(^— 19(X) did not produce any serious

difficulty with regard to Mendclecfrs PERIODIC TABLE. Mendcleeff is usually

given the principal credit for establishing the periodic system of the elements.

With the advancement of our knowledge about atomic structure and

discovery of new elements, a modification in the definition of periodic law was

proposed on the basis of atomic number. The modern statement of the periodic

law is:

The physical and the chemical properties of the elements are periodic

function of their atomic numbers.

There are various forms of the Periodic Table and a modem long form is

given in Table 4.2. based on Aufbau Principle (building up of the atomic

lectronic configurations. As the nuclear charge increases, the electronic

qfigurafions become more complex.
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The Modern Periodic 'Fable

The original Periodic Table suggested by Mendeleeff has undergone many

modifications, although the basic features have been maintained in all the

modified forms.

It is seen that the first short period (horizontal series) contains only two

elcments,—hydrogen and helium. Helium has a complete energy level of two

electrons (Is^. The second short period consists of eight elements beginning

With lithium and ending with neon. Neon has complete electronic arrangements

of ls'Zs'2p' and contains 8 electrons in the outermost level. The third short

period again consists of eight elements beginning with sodium and ending with

argon. Argon has the electronic configuration of IS2 2 S2 2p13 S2 3p' and the

outermost energy level contains 8 electrons.

The fourth period is the first long period containing 6ighteen elements and

this period starts from potassium (atomic number 19). Potassium has electronic

configurabon Is12S2 2p'3S 23p6
4s' and the next element calcium (atomic number

20) has one more clmdon in 4s level, i. c., 4s' and thereby making it complete.

Scandium having atomic number 21 with the electronic arrangements

I s12s 12p63S23p`3d 1 4s1 starts building up the 3d energy level. The process of

filling up of 3d level is completed until copper (atomic number 29). In copper

the third quantum level contains 18 electrons. E-ach succeeding element in this

period contains one more electron 
in 

the fourth quantum level. The fourth period

comes to an end With the inert gas krypton (atomic number 36) containing eight

electrons in the outermost energy level.

Thc fifth period begins with rubidium (atomic number 37). The last element

is xenon (atomic number 54) and contains again eight electrons in the outermost

energy level. The process of filling tip of the energy levels follows the same

pattern as in the fourth period and, therefore, the fifth period also contains

eighteen electrons.

The sixth period consists of thirtytwo elements. This period starts from

cesium (atomic number 55) having one electron in the 6s level, i.e., 6s'. The

next element barium has two electrons in the 6s level. the next fifteen elements

starting from lanthanum (atomic number 57) to lutecium (atomic number 71)

contains 8 and 2, or 9 
arid 

2 electrons respectively in * the two outermost energy
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levels together with incrcasi^pg number of electrons in the inner 4rorbital. The

fourteen elements starting from Cc (58) to Lu (71) have almost identical

chemical properties and all are placed in 
the 

same position in the Periodic Table.

They arc known as rare earth elements and cons6tute the lanthanidc series named

after lanthanum. From cerium to lutecium each succeeding element has one more

electron in the 4r energy level. Lutecium (atomic number 7 1) and above have a

total of 32 electrons in the fourth energy level. The single electron in the 5d

energy level in all the elements from lanthanum to lutecium starts building up

with hafnium (atomic number 72) and becomes complete (5d'^) in gold (atomic

number 79). From gold to the end of the period each such succeeding element

has one more electron in the 6p energy level. The period ends with the inert gas

radon (atomic number 86) containing 8 electrons in the outermost energy level

(6s26p6). The seventh period is still incomplete. The first element francium

(atomic number 87) has one electron in 7s energy level and after radium (atomic

number 88) with 7s2 clecLrohs the building up of 6d level starts but for all the

elements upto the present element hahnium (atomic number 105) it remains

constant, ie., consists of only one electron. From actinium (atomic number 89)

a new series of elements starts which is known as actinides and may be

considered to be complete at the element having atomic number 103 (Lr) placed

along with lanthanides below 
the 

Periodic Table.

The elements actinium, thornium, protoactinium and uranium are naturally

occurring radioactive elements in the acfinide series. The eleven elements after

uranium, known as transuranium elements, have been made artificially. Because

of the filling up of the 5f energy level and identical electron arrangements in the

6d and 7s energy levels, the ac6nide series of elements have similar chemical

properties. Like the lanthanides these are also placed in one position after radium

in the Periodic Table. The recently discovered element kurchatovium (atomic

number 104) is the beginning of the seventh period which is incomplete and will

be considered to be complete at the element of atomic number 118. The next

element (atomic number 105) has been named tentatively as hahnium (fla).

The vertical arrangements of elements in the Periodic Table are called

ips. It may be seen that the groups are numbered IA, IIA IIIB, IVB VB, VIB,

VIII, 113, 1113, IIIA, IVA, VA, VIA, VIIA and 0. The elements in sub-
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group A show some similarities to the corresponding elements in the B sub-

group of the same number. The sub-grouping of elements was originally

empirical, but now it is based on the electronic arrangement of the atoms. The

division into the sub-groups A and B is based on the fact that the penultimate

energy levels (last but one quantum level) of elcctron in these groups contain the

arrangement s2 p 
6 and S2p 6d' (' respectively. It may be noticed that the similarities

between A and B sub-groups of the same group of elements sometimes are

confined only in the oxidation states and some of their compounds. Thus

manganese in group VIIB is a metal and chlorine in VIIA is a non-metal and a
gas. However, oxidation states of +7 for Mn in KMn04 and Cl in KCI04 is

common for both and these compounds have similar crystalline form, solubility

and oxidizing action.

The elements in group VIII have no sub-groups, instead these consist of

three elements in one single group of the Periodic Table and occur in the middle

of each long period. These have striking hofizontal similarities. This group

contains iron, cobalt and nickel in the fourth peri(A' ruthenium, rhodiurn and

palladium in the fifth period; and osmium, iridium and platinum in the sixth

long period. 'Me group VIII elements may be called bfidge elements, because

they form bridge between the hard, high melfing metals of group VIB and VIIB

and the softer metals of group IB and 1113. 'Me inert gases, having elements of

completed electronic levels, are placed at the end of the period where they fit

excellently and are termed as elements of group 0.

Electronic Structure and the Periodic Law

Types of Elements : According to the electronic configurations, the

elements may be divided into four types. Mention has already been made

regarding the four types of atoms on the basis of electronic arrangemenL The

four types of elements are :

(1) The Inert Gases. (Elements of 0 group).

(2) 'Me Representative Elements (s and p book elements).

(3) The Transition Elements (d block elements).

(4) The Inner Transition Elements (r block elements)
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The Inert Gases : The zero group elements have been placed at the end

of each period in the Periodic Table. It appears that these elements having 52p6

electronic arrangements in the outermost level are very stable. Helium has 2S2

stable arrangement and all other incrt gases have S2p6 outer configurations. It

may be noted that no atom has a complete energy level except helium and ncon.

This is one reason that discontinuities in the building up of energy level take

place. These elements are colourless gases.

The Representative Elements (s and p block elements) : These

elements generally belong to. A sub-group of the Periodic Table.These elements

have the outermost energy level incomplete just after the complete or stable

groupings of S2p6. The chemical behaviour of these elements depends upon the

valence electrons and these are both metals and non-mcLals. Thus the alkali

metals, alkaline earth metals are s block or s orbital elements. Group IIIA

elements under boron have a single electron in their valence p orbitals. The

valence electrons of all the elements from boron to halogens (groups IIIA to

VIIA vertically) occupy p orbitals. Hence these element ,,, are called p block or p

orbital elements. They generally form colourless compounds.

The Transition Elements (d block elements) : These elements arc

generally heavy metals of sub-group B and contain twc^incomplcte energy levels

because of the building up" of the inner d electrons. 'Me chemical properties of

these elements depend upon the electrons from the two outermost levels (s and d

electrons). These elements generally form coloured compounds.

As the atomic number increases each successive electrons enters the

outermost energy level of the atom. But sometimes the additional electron enters

one of the inner levels, such as the 3d on account of its lower energy than 4p,

although this is not attained until 4s levels is compleWd. When 4s has got its 2

electrons, the next electron now goes to 3d instead of 4p and as the atomic

number increases, it is the 3d level which is being filled up. The 4s continue to

have 2 electrons and the properties of the successive elements do not appear to

change much. Elements which have normally the same number of electrons in

the outermost level but have a progressively greater number of electrons in an

inner level (such as d level) are called "Transition Elements". In the Periodic
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Table we come across four such transition series in which the additional

electrons enter the 3d, 4d, 5d and 6d orbitals. some of these are sfiown in Table

4.3.

Besides the transition elements, there are the inner transition elements in

which not only the d levels but also the 4f or 5r levels are being progressively

Table 4.3. Outer electron levels or the transition metal groups.

filled up. These are generally called the Lanthanides (the rare earths) and the

Actinides; (mainly trans-uranium elements).

The first transition series of elements involving the Completion of 3d level

start from Sc (21) to Zn (30) which may be discussed as the elements of

representafivc characters. The second series of transition elements start from Y

(39) upto Cd (48) involving 4d energy level. The third group of transition

metals starts from La (57) but with a break from Cc (58) to Lu (7 1) which are

classified as inner transition metals and proceed upto Hg (80). Sometimes the

metals of group IIB, namely, Zn, Cd, Hg, arc not included in the transition

metals. But for the sake of systematic study of chemistry they are included as

transition metals on the basis of electron arrangement.

The properties of transition elements are summarized in the following

points :—
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I, All the elements arc of high melting points, clectroposifive and heavy

metals.

2. These metals have almost the same atomic and ionic sizes. T'here is only

slight increase in the ionization energy of the formation 
of M,2 ions.

3. All these elements show positive oxidation states of +2 and +3 generally

and form Mostly ionic compounds. Higher oxidation states are also

exhibited in some cases.

4. As a general rule, the Lrarisition elements form colourcd compounds.

5. These cko^cnts are also effective catalytic agents.

6. All these forin quite a large number of complex compounds.

These properties are due to the influence of the incomplete inner d orbitals

in the transition elements. The properties are similar in the case of inner

Lransi6on elements where f orbiUs are being completed (see Chapter 18).

The Inner Transition Elements (f block elements) : These

elements have three incomplete outer levels. 'Me orbital in which the electron is

added on increasing the atomic number is an f orbital. The series of 14 elements

in which 4f level is being build up follows lanthanum (57) and are called

Lanthanides. The series of elements in which 5f level is being filled follows

actirmum and is known as Actinides. The inner transition elements (lanthanides

and actinides) are all metals and show variable oxidation states. Their compounds

are highly coloured (see Chapter 18). Lawrenciurn (103) is the last element of the

actinide series. The recently discovered element now named Rutherfordium (104)

is, therefore, the first element of the Transactinide series and should be

chemically similar to lanthanurn and hafnium. The report of the discovery of

element 105 (Hahnium) now named as Dubniurn by the Russian scientists and if

the synthesis of the new elements continues, it is expected that elements 1 14 and

126 should possess increased stability. The most suitable means to achieve such

a break-through towards the farther reaches of Periodic Table is evidently the

bombardment of heavy nuclei. This requires more powerful cyclotrons and

possibly a superaefinide series of elements may be discovered. (see page 138 and

154)

Periodicity of Valence Electrons : When the elements are arranged in

order of increasing atomic numbers, elements with similar physical and chemical
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properties repeat at definite intervals. In regard to atomic structure, it implies a

Periodicity in the number of valence electrons in the atoms of elements. If the

elements containing the sarne number of valence electrons are grouped together,

the elements within each group will be similar in properties. Table 4.4 gives the

ele

I 
aron levels for the elements of atomic numbers in the beginning of the

Periodic Table showing the periodicity as regards the number of electrons in the

outermost energy level.

'rabic 4.4 Periodicity or valence electrons.

Element

Electron level

Element

ElecLTon level

Element

Electron level

B	 C	 N

2,3	 2,4	 2,5

At
	

Si	 P

2,83	 2,8,4 2,8.5

He

2

0	 F	 Ne

2,6	 2,7	 2,8

S	 cl	 Ar

2,8,6	 2,8,7 2,8,8

Li
	

Be

2,1
	

2,2

Na
	

Mg

2,8,1
	

2,9,2

It is seen that the elements in the vertical columns (groups) have the same

number of electrons in the outermost energy level. The similarity in the

chemical properties among the elements of the same group can be attributed to

the number of electrons in the outermost energy level of an atom. Periodicity as

regards valence electrons is reflected in the ficriodicity of oxidation states (the

number of positive or negative charges of the atoms). This fcature is shown in

Table 4.5.

Table 4.5. Periodicity of Oxidation State.

Hydrogen, lithium and sodium have one valence electron each, and each

shows an oxidation suite of +I when this clectron 
is transferred to another atorn

in the formation of chemical bonds. Carbon and silicon atoms with four valence
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electrons may form four polar covalent bonds in which the shared electron pairs

are shifted away (+4 oxidation state) or move towards (-4) oxidation state) of the

carbon or silicon atom. Fluorine and chlorine atoms, each with Seven valence

electrons, normally assume completed octets by the addition of one electron

giving then— I oxidation states.

Variation of Properties within Periods and Groups

The Physical 
and 

chell"cal properties of the elements are largely deterinined

by their electronic ,Lructure. Differences in the properties within groups may be

atLributcd primarily to three characteristics of atomic structures : (i) The nuclear

charge and the number of electrons surrounding the , nucicus (atomic number). (ii)

The total number of ClecLrons— particularly the number of valence electrons. (iii)

The size of the atoms, i.e., the volume occupied by the electron in various

cticrgy levels.

l. Variation of 41elallic Character of the Elements : Generally,
it may be noticed that in the Periodic Table the metallic character of the elements

decreases from left to right progressing in the series but increases in moving

vertically from 10P 
to 

b0ltOHl in the groupsThe term "metallic character" is a

rough and qualitative combination of a number of specific properties, such as

electrical and thermal conductivities , metallic lustre, reducing properties ct,:.

Except the transition elements, the trend in the variation of imuillic character of

elements follows the above gencralisation. For instance, the most non-inctallic

elements, fluorine, chlorin e, Oxygen, sulphur, nitrogen are found at the upper

right Of the Periodic Table whereas the most basic matals, the alkali and alkaline

earth metals are at the lower left of the Table.

2. Variation in Alomic Size : The atomic size in each succeeding

element in a period decreases but the atomic radii of inert gases at the end ofthe

periods, however, are larger than those of the elements of the preceding atomic

number. The inert gases have completed outer energy levels, i. e., the p sub-

level has been filled up with six clect-rons (p'). As the nuclear charge increases in

a period the electrons may occupy the same or different energy levels. When the

succeeding electrons go into the same energy levels they are subject to greater

attraction by the increased nuclear charge and hence the elements in a series show

gradual decrease in the atomic size. Since the inert gases, such as
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argon, exhibit very weak binding force to hold the atorns together in a crystal

lattice, the interatomic distances and atomic. radii of these elements become

greater than those of the preceding halogens.

The gradation from highly metallic sodium to highly non-mctallic chlorine

in the third period shown in Table 4,2 is c,,,plainable in terms of the smaller size

of each succeeding element in the series. The tendency for each succeeding

element to become less metallic results from the fact that the valence electrons

are less readily lost as their distance from the nucleus becomes less, and the

attraction for additional electrons from other atoms bccomcs greater.

Vertically in the groups the Succeeding elements have increasing atomic

radii. Thus, each alkali matal atom has a much greater atomic radius than that of

the inert gas just before it, This is due to the fact that the additional electron

occupies a new sub-level with a quantum number higher than those of the

already filled energy levels. These elements become more metallic, i.e., lose

valence electrons more readily as their size increases. This results from the fact

that the valence electrons are held less strongly due to the increasing size of die

atom.

A similar trend is noticed in the long periods but the gradation is less

marked and also shows some exceptions, such as in Rh^1.24X, Pd-1.28A',

Ag-1.34A. Within a given group the heavier elements have the larger atomic

size,

3. Variation in Ionic Radii : It is obvious that the size of a positive

ion will be less than that of the atom from which it is formed. There is

considerable decrease in size due to the loss of the outennost electron particularly

in the case of alkali Metals. In the cases of ions having inert gas electronic

configurations, the contraction in size in a given period is well-marked. Thus in

the series, Nal , Mg+2 , AI +1 and Si + ', which are isoclectronic with argon

configuration, the decrease in their ionic sizes appears to be considerable as

compared to the atomic sizes of 
the 

parent atoms. it will be seen that greater the

nuclear charge, the smaller is the ionic radius in a series of isocIccLronic ions. In

a given group of the Periodic Table positive ions of succeeding elements have

larger ionic radii.

A simple negative ion formed by the addition of one or more electrons to

the outennost energy level of an atom, is expected 
to be 

MUch larger than the
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parent atom. In a given group the negative ions will have larger radii due to

larger number of electron levels. The ionic sizes in a series also follow the same

trend as in the case of the positive ions, i.e., the sizes decrease gradually front

element to element. The trends are given in the Table 4.6 and Table 4.7.

Table 4.6. Trend in ionic sizes in a series.

Atom	 Na	 Mg	 A]	 Si	 P	 S	 CI	 Ar

Radius(^)	 1.86	 1.60	 ]'A 8	 1.17	 1.10	 1.04	 0.99	 1.54

Ion	 Na+ Mg+2 A1+3	 Si+4	 p-3	 S-2	 Cl-	 Ar

Radius(^)	 0.95 0.78	 0.57	 0.40	 2.12	 1-84	 1.81	 1.54

Table 4.7 : Trends in ionic sizes in a group(Ao)

Atom	 Radius	 lon	 Radho

Li	 1.52	 Li+	 0.60

N a	 1.86	 Na+	 0.95

K	 2.31	 K +	 1.33

R b	 2.44	 Rb+	 1.48

CS	 2.62	 CS+	 1.69

F	 0.72	 F-	 1.36

Cl	 0.99	 Cl-	 1.81

Br	 1.14	 Br-	 1.95

1	 1.11	 1-	 2.16

In the Long Periods, the ionic sizes of Lransidon metals of the same charge

(say, M+3) show slight gradation with irregularities. The radii of the rare earth

ions (M' 3) show regular decrease from lanthanum to lutecium. It is due to the

relationship betwecrt ionic sizes and chemical properties that the pairs of

elements, such as Zr and Ilf, Nb and Ta, Mo and W, have almost identical

chemical txhaviour. These pairs of elements although placed widely apart in the
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Periodic Table have almost identical ionic radii due to the trends in the variation

of ionic sizes.

4. Variation in the Ionization Potentials : Ionization potential of

an atom is the most important fundamental property of an atom and the metallic

character is largely determined by its ionization potential, its atomic radius and

its ionic radius. These three properties may be interdependent since the ionization

potential is defined as the encrgy required to remove the outermost electron from

an atom. In general, the greater the nuclear charge of atoms having the same

number of electron orbit, the greater the ionization potential. Thus the element,,

in the same period have gradually increasing ionization potential. Slight

irregularity within a period is due to building up of new sub-level for electrons.

Metals generally have small ionization potentials and non-metals have large

values. This indicates that metals give positive ions readily by the loss of

electron and non-metals have no tendency to form positive ions during chemical

reactions. The magnitude of the ionization potential to some extent gives a

measure ofthe chemical activity of an element (particularly of metals). Thus the

ionization potential increases in a series and shows decreasing tendency with a

group 
in 

the periodic classification. In other words, the periodic variations are

well-marked (see Fig. 3— 1. page I 11)

5. Variation in Electron Affinities : Electron affinity, as defined

earlier, is a measure of the energy released when an electron is added to an atom

to form a negative ion. Metals obviously have small electron affinities and non-

metals, on the other hand, have large values of electron affinities and are

therefore, good oxidising agents. In general, in a series of elements of a given

period of the Periodic Table succeeding elements have higher electron affinities.

Within a group having smaller electron affinities the metallic character becomes

more prominent.

6. Variation in Electron egativities : The power of attraction that an

atom shows for electron in a covalent bond (clecLronegatkity) also shows

periodic variations. The most electronegative elements are found towards the end

of the periods. Metals having low clectronegativitics are found :It the beginning

of the periods. Thus die -,Ikah metals show gradually decreasing ciccvoncgau^ it^

—10
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values within the group. The halogens are most electronegative elements and the

values decrease from fluorine to iodine. it follows that elements at the cxLrcme

left of the Periodic Table form ionic bonds with, say, halogens. The elements

adjacent to one another in a period generally form covalent bonds. The variations

of clectronegativities with the atomic numbers of elements are given in Fig.

4-3.

4

'Z: 3

2

0
2	 10	 18	 36	 54

Atomic number

Fig. 4-3. Variation of clectrnnegativilies with atomic number of elements.

Table 4.8. Variation in electronegativitieS of some elements

in series and groups.
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7. Variation in the SlabilitY of Oxidation States :The transition

elemen ts generally exhibit more than one oxidation states. This is due to

succ
e
ssive loss of electrons from the inner pa^ially filled d sub-lcvcl. Thus,

vanadium shows +3, +4 and +5 states and for chromium +2, +3 and +6. Those

for manganese are +2, +3, +4, +6 and +7. I t May be noted that the higher

oxidation states beconle more stable near the bottom of each transition metal

groups in the Periodic Table whereas the stability of +3 state decreases in the

opposite order.

Among the families of post-transition metals having completely filled 
d

levels if there are two possible oxidation states, it is found that the lower one is

more stable than the higher ones. Thus in the case of tin having the electron

configuradon :

Sri	
...	 I s2 2

S2 2p6 3S2 
3p 6 M10 4S2 4p6 5s2 4d1O 5p2

Sn *4	...	 ...	 ...	 ...	 ...	 ...	 4d1O (5S2 
and 5 p 2 lost)

Sn *2
	...	 ...	 1. .	 ...	 ...	 ...	 5s24d"l (5p' lost)

5s2
 electrons 

in 
Sri occur after 4S2 4p 6 4d' O completed levels and are inert in

Sn*2

The inner 5S2 electrons are more inert and are referred to as "inert pair" of

electrons. Hence W2 
is 

more stable than Sn".

8. Variation in the Oxidising and Reducing Powers : Oxidising

substances have tendency to accept electrons and arc converted into lower

oxidation states. The non-metals at the extreme right of' the Periodic Table

having high ionizafion potentiais, electron affinities and eect-ronegativitics tend

to act as oxidising agents in chemical reactions with other SUh.qariccs. Similarly,

reducing substances give tip electrons and arc converted into higher oxidation

states during chemical reaction. The reducing power is the highest with the

metals at the beginning of the periods, where the ioniza6on potentials, electron

affinities and Clectronegativitics arc low. Thus, alkali incials have the greale.st

reducing power. In general, the reducing power ofthe elements is progressively

lower as we pass across the periods and higher, as we go down the groups.

Francium should be the stronge s
t reducing agent and Iluorine, the strongest

oxidising agcrit ofall the clenicnis.
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9. Variation in the Basic Properties : The hydroxides of elements at

the beginning of the Periodic Table dissociate in water solution giving 011-ions

and show basic characters. The large positive ions form hydroxides which are

strongly basic. On the other hand, elements of small positive ions at die end of

the periods form hydroxides which in water give acidic behaviour. In general, the

metals on the left of the Periodic Table form basic oxides and the non-metals on

the right form acidic oxides. This accounts for the fact that the posibve ions may

exist in water solution With hydroxide ions (011 - ) and the negative ions may he

found in water solution with a high concentration of hydronium ions (H30')-

When an clement exhibits two or more oxidation states, the ion of the

clement in its lowest suite is less clectronegative than in the higher suite and the

lowest state is the more basic than the higher one. Thus stannous ion is more

basic than sLarmic ion.

10. Variation in Physical Properties : Almost any physical

property of the elements, when plotted against the atomic numbers, shows

periodicity and the curves obtained have remarkable similarity with the atomic

volume curve. Thus the densities of the elements in the solid state vary

periodically with their atomic numbers. The variation occurs in a regular manner

within a period and shows a maximum in the central members.

- Similarly, melting points and boilding points show periodic vaiations. The

inert gases show mininium melting points and boiling points and occur at the

bottom of the melting point curve against atomic number. The elements of

groups IV and VI occupy the peaks as shown in Fig. 4-4.

40UL'

3000	 Mo	 1.0,
R

Rh
200o

S,	 N'	 Pd

Ph

K,	 X'-

'C .	 60	 it;

Alonlic number

I .^, I- I Periodicity of Inelting points.
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Many other physical properties such as hardness, malleability,

compressibility, coefficient of expansion, thermal conductivity and electrical

resistance likewise show periodic variations.

Borderline elements mostly in the middle region of the Periodic Table

exhibit both metallic and non-meLallic properties and are known as metalloids.

They usually act as electron donors with non-metals, and as electron acceptors

with metals. It is not very well-defincd as to which elements should be included

in this class. But they generally occur 
near about the middle of 

the 
Periodic

Table. Such elements arc boron, silicon, germanium, tellurium etc. They are all

solids at room temperature, somewhat brittle and poor conductors of heat and

elecLficity

Usefulness of the Periodic Table

The systematic arrangement of the elements found in the Periodic Table has

greatly simplified the task of organising the extensive mass of knowledge

relating to the chemistry of the element- as a whole. The following important

applications of the Periodic Table may be mentioned : —

1. Classification of the Elements: The classification of elements

of similar properties into groups simplified their study. For instance, sodium, a

member of the alkali metals group reacts with water vigorously giving hydrogen

gas and forming sodium hydroxide which is a strong base. The other alkali

metals, lithium, potassium, rubidium, cesium and francium also react with water

in a similar manner. Halogens, again, show properties which are all alike.

It may be noted that similarities of properties in a group actually show

gradation. In some cases this gradation is very well-niarked.

2. Prediction of Undiscovered Elements : At present all the

elements from atomic number I to 105 have been discovered and their properties

arc more or less known. But a very remarkable use of the Periodic Table was

made by Mendeleeff in predicting a number of undiscovered elements which were

shown by a number of gaps in the then Periodic Table. It * may be remembered

that -Mendeleeffs Table contained only 65 elements with a large number of

vacant places. Mendciccff predicted the existence and properues of 6 elements

corresponding to the gaps. These elements have since been discovered and are
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scandium, gallium, germanium, technetium, rhenium and polonium. It is

surprising that these elements have properties quite similar to those predicted by

MerxJciccff.

Elements having atomic number 43, 61,85 and 87 were also missing from

the Mendcleef s Table and of iscovered later.

3. Correction of Atomic Weight : Atomic weights of some of the

elements at the time of Mendelceff gave a wrong position to some of the

c.lements in the Periodic Table. The properties of these elements required their

placement somewhere else. These discrepancies have been a matter of great

research by chemists and physicists. For instance, the element 'indium' was

placed in a vacant place in the Periodic Table between Cd (112.4) and Sri 
(118.7)

and indiurn with atomic weight of about 114 fitted very well in between Cd and

Sri.

4. Periodic Table in Industrial Research : The Periodic Table has

been found to be quite useful in industrial researches. Several of the light metals

and their alloys used in modern mechanical equipments, jet engines and air-crafts

were first studied in detail because of their po)sition in the Periodic Table. The

search for teLracibyl lead as an anti-knock compound to be added to modern ethyl

gasoline, was found as the result of great need for such materials by looking

through the Periodic Table for elements having such properties. Another

classical example of the application of the Periodic Table to an industrial

problem was in connection with the development of ' Freon, a non-toxic, non-

inflammable refrigerant. It is ea sily visualized by a look at the Periodic Table
that compounds of the non-metallic elements in the upper right-hand region of

the table arc volatile enough to act as refrigerant. Thus, fluorine compounds

would possess such propertics and as a result Freon, CF202, was discovered.

Limitation or The Periodic Table

There are certain inherent weakness in the Periodic Table although it has

been immensely successful in producing a systematic classification of chemical

knowledge.

1. Position of Hydrogen : The position of hydrogen in the periodic

table is left undecided. It has similarities in properties with both the alkali
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metals and the halogens. According to the atomic number or atomic weight,

hydrogen should occupy a position just before helium.

Hydrogen is a gas like fluorine and chlorine and forms compounds like CH,

SiIl4 which are like CC14 and SiC4 respectively. Even solid hydrogen is a non-

metal resembling iodine. The hydrogen molecule is diatomic like halogen.

On the other hand, hydrogen resembles lithium and other alkali metals in

having one electron Is' which can be lost in forming the hydrogen ion. Under

most conditions, however, hydrogen does not lose this electron, but shares it

with other atoms. Again, sodium hydride and sodium fluoride are both crystalline

ionic solids, a point which shows similarity of hydrogen with fluorine. But in

most cases it assumes a +1 oxidafion state. For this reason, hydrogen is usually

included in group IA of the table. Actually, hydrogen shows no r6la6onship with

any other element.

2. Anomalies in the Mendeleeff's Table : When the atomic

weights of the elements were adopted as a basis for periodic classification, a

number of anomalies were observed with regard to the placement of sonic

elements of similar properties. Thus potassium (39.1) should come before argon

(39.94). Similarly, tellurium (127.5) comes before iodine (126.93) and cobalt

(58.4) should be placed after nickel (55.69). These anomalies disapCared

automatically when atomic number was adopted as the basis of periodic

classification and these elements occupy positions justified by their atomic

numbers.

3. The Position of Rare Earths : The rare earths are also known as

lanthanides. These elements have the two outermost energy levels identically

occupied by electrons which give them great similarity in properties. All of

them are metals. Their compounds are very closely related to one another which

involved tremendous difficulties in their separation. All these elements are,

therefore, placed in one and the same group. Swung from lanLhanum (57) to

lutecium (71), these fifteen elements actually have only one place in the Periodic

Table and they are generally omitted from the main table and placed by

themselves at the bottom of the table starting from Ce(58). It may 
be assumed
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that these elements form a son of bridge between the preceding and the following

elements, i.e. barium and hafnium.

4. Position of the Aciinides : This group of elements starting from

actimium (89) include all the Lrans-uranium elements which have been discovered

within the last few years. The electronic configurations of these elements have

been found to be 
very similar to that of lanthanides. Both of these groups of

elements contain r energy levels which are being systematically filled. Thus

cerium to lutecium contains 02 to 41 " and the actinide scrics of the 5f, to 5f14

is being completed at lawrencium (103). For the same reason, as in lanLhanides,

the acfinides are also placed in the same position of the Periodic Table and arc

tabulated at the bottom.

5. Oxidation states and the Periodic Table : The position of each

element in the Periodic Table emphasizes only one oxidation number for each

element. But most of the elements show more than one oxidation numbers.

6. Properties which are not Periodic functions : Certain

properties have no relationship with the periodic classification : (i) The activities

of the elements expressed in tcrrns of electromotive series (c.m.f. series) do not

show periodic variations although this is very useful in explaining many

properties of the elements. Elements arranged in the c.m.f. series do not follow

any order in the Periodic Table but arc scattered throughout the table.

(ii) Some of the elements in the sub-group do not show any likeness in the

properties with others. For example, group B copper, silver and gold (113) have

many properties different from those of the alkali metals (IA).

(iii) The specific heat of elements do not give periodic curve but a

hyperbolic curve when plotted against atomic numbers.

(iv) Some of the elements in the same group of periodic classification do

not belong to the same analytical scheme in qualitative analysis. There are

elements widely scattered in the Periodic Table but are included in the same

analytical group. For instance, Ba, Sr and Ca of group IIA of the Periodic Table

are placed in the same group in the analytical scheme. On the other hand, Pb, Bi,

Cu, Cd, Hg, As, Sb, which are widely separated in the Periodic Table, are

included in the same group of qualitative analysis. This is mainly due to the
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different basis of classification. The analytical scheme is based upon the

formation of insoluble compounds under identical conditions by group reagents.

(v) Isotopes and Periodic Table : Isotopes arc elements possessing

the same atomic numbers but different atomic weights. There are over 1000

isotopes of all the elements occurring in nature or made artificially. Obviously,

all these isotopes cannot be accommodated in their respective places. However,

the classification based on atomic number has solved this problem.

7. Diagonal Relationships : Lithium, a mcnihcr ol the alkali metal of

group IA, in some respects respects resembles magnesium of group IIA. Thus,

lithium salts usually occur in hydrated form unlike other alkhali metal salts.

Moreover, unlike other alkali metal carbonates and phosphates Li 2CO 3 and

L'3PO4 are insoluble in water, as are the corresponding magnesium carbonate and

phosphate. Lithium is the only alkali metal to form ionic lithium nitride, Li3N,

like magnesium nitride. Thus, Li of group IA resembles Mg of group IIA in

many respect% contrary to its group properties. Similar relationship exists

between the three elements, beryllium of group IIA, alurninium of group IIIA.

Boron of group IIIA shows likeness with silicon of group IVA. Thus, the light

elements of one group shows similarity in properties with the second elements

of the following groups. This similarity is generally referred to as diagonal

relationship in the Periodic Table as shown below.

T	 R	 M:	 :Y	 M:	 0 Group
U	 Be	 B	 C	 N	 0	 F	 Ne

No	 Mg	 At
	

Si	 p	 S	 C1	 Ar

The diagonal relationship between the elements may be explained in ternis

of the clecLroposifive character of the elements. Although an element present 
in 

a

given group is more cleco-opositive than the corresponding element of the next

higher group, the elements become more clecLropositive in passing down the

group. Thus, Li in group IA is more clectropositive than Be in group IIA, but

Mg is also more clearopositive than Be. Thus, both Li and Mg arc more

cleci-ropositive than Be and less clecLroposiLive than Na.

The other explanation is based on the sizes of the ions formed by the

removal of valence electrons. Thus, Li* ion is almost of the same size as Mg*2

ion. Similarly, It', Be' 2 and AI +3 ions have approximately the same ionic size.
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B * ' and Si * ' also present the same situation. Compounds having similar

properties of the elements showing diagonal relationship arc formed due to the

effcct of ionic sizes and their distorting influence on the same anions.

[UPAC approved names of new elements

IPUAC has approved the names for elements 10 1 - 109. The final table of names
was recommended to IUPAC by the Committee on Nomenclature of Inorganic
Chemistry (CNIC) which drew up its original list of names for these elements in
1994.

Atomic

number Name	 Symbol Named after

101	 Mendelevium	 Md	 DimiLri lvanovich Mendeleev

102	 Nobelium	 No	 Alfred Bernhard Nobel

103	 Lawrencium,	 LX	 Ernest Orlando Lawrence

104	 Rutherfordium	 Rf	 Ernest Rutherford

105	 Dubnium	 Db	 Dubna, site of Russian Laboratory

106	 Seaborgium,	 Sg	 Glenn Theodore Seaborg

107	 Bobrium	 Bh	 Neils Bohr

108	 Hassium	 Hs	 Latin for Hesse, the German state

109	 Meitnerium	 Mt	 Lise Meitner

Some of you may be surprised to see that element 105 is here called dulinium,
because 

in 
many textbooks it has been called hahnium (Ha) for years. Hahnium

was the name proposed by the American researchers, in honour of Otto Hahn.

The names for the recently discovered elements 110 to 112 have yet to be

decided. (Chemistry Review, Vol 7, No. 4 P. 4, 1994).

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS
1. Write an es^ay on the periodic classification of the elements.

2. Write a note on transition elements.

3. Write a note on Periodic law.

4 - Discuss the general feature of the Periodic Table and show that these are in

conformity with the atomic structure of the elements.
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5. Give a brief account of the periodic classification of the elements and discuss

ho% this has systematised the vast informations regarding the chemistry of tile

elements.

6. Discuss some of the limitations of the Mendeicc! "Is's periodic classification of

the elements.

T Explain the usefulness of the Periodic Table.

8. Discu^s the Periodic Table Ill 
terms 

of the electronic structure of the elements.

9. Discuss the variation of properties of elements in groups and also in periods in

the periodic classification of the elements.

10. Write notes on :—(a) Diagonal relationships between elements. (b) The position

of rare earth elements in the Periodic Table. (c) Periodic variation of valence

electrons. (d) The position of hydrogen in the Pcriodic Table.

11. Discuss 
the 

so-called diagonal relationships in the Periodic Table, with

particular reference to the elements Li and Mg, B and Si, 0 and Cl

12. (a) Discuss briefly the arrangement of extra-nuclear electrons in the different

atoms and hence explain the terms .. transition " and "inner transition element."

(b) Describe the Properties of rare earths and the Position of these elements in

the Periodic Table.

1 1 . Write a brief note on diagonal relationship in the Periodic Table.

14. Write dcutiled notes on group pToperties of elements.

15. Discuss the following :—

(a) Alkali metals are highly reactive.

(b) Element% of iero group are inert.

(c) Properties of B and Si are suriflar in many TCIPCCtS.

16. Write explanatory notes on

(a) Transition elements.

(b) Periodic Law.

(c) Variable oxidation states.

17. Explain the anomalous Properties of Li 
in 

relation I0 other alkali metals.

18. Explain why alkali metals react vigorously with water and chlorine.

19. Plot the quantities of the reciprocal values of the first ionization potential for

each of the first 18 elements. What is the significance of this graph.

20. Find the relationship between the atomic weights of the following triads of

elements

U, Na, K

F , Cl, Br

Fe, Ru, Os



CHAPTER 5

THE SHAPES OF MOLECULES

It has bc(, j; ;wntjoned before that the chemical bonds 
are directed in spacc.

Thus the clectron-pairs forming the chemical bonds are distribil[ed in space

around a central metal atom. The eicctron-pairs, whether they form chemical

bonds or not, appear to be responsible for the shapes of the molecules. It has;

been seen that a molecule has bonding pairs of cicLtrons (shared) and in sonic

cases also non-bonding pairs of electrons. Both die honding-pairs and lone-pairs

of electrons in a molecule around a central atom determine the shape of the

molecule. Reccntly a simple theory has been put forward by Nyholrn and

Gillespie on the basis of Pauli Exclusion Principles and c1cctron-pair repulsions

and has been found to be of great value in accounting for the shapes of a large

number of' inorganic compounds. With some modifications, this has been found

to be quite suitable for the elementary students to under s
tand the basis of

molecular structures.

Imagine a systern having a positive nucleus round which thcre arc two

electrons having the s
ame spin. The positive nucleus will attract [tic electrons

and the two electrons will rcpel cach other. Even the pairing up of' tile LIA,o

electrons is not expected since the two electrons have the same spin. Due to die

mutual repulsion of the two electrons, they arrange themselves in such a way in

the system that the repulsion between these is mininiurn. The clecurostalic

repulsion between the two electrons will be mininiurn when [hey arc separated as

far apart as possible. The only way in 
which these two electrons can have

minimum repul s
ion is to be present on the opposite sides of the nucleus in a

straight line passing through the nucleus as shown in Fig. 5-1(a). The

situation is the same if two clecLron-pairs are considered instead of two isolated

electrons. The two pairs of electrons will arrange themselves in a similar

position in a straight line in order to minimize the repulsion between them. If
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the clecLron pairs are forming two bonds with the central atoni, 
the 

two bonds

will lie in a straight line or at 
an 

angIc of 180', because at this position the

C1;	 ;C1 *--0—

(b)	 (C)

Fig. 5 - I Linear structure : (a) LioCar arrangement of two elc^trons of tile same ^jlln

around central atom. (b) Linear arrangement of two elevtron-pair tonds as

in 119C12. (c) Symbolic representation of a linear molecule.

clecuron-pairs will have minimum of mutual repulsion. Thus [he shape of the

molecule may be explained on the basis of electrostatic repulsion hctw ,cen-

electron pairs.

The pairs of electrons in the valence shell of the central atom 
in 

a molecule are

always arranged in the sanic way, i.e., they are as far apart its possible and the

molecules assume different shapes which depend only oil the number of electron-

pairs. The electron pairs may be shared pairs or lone pairs and have great

influence in determining the shapes of molecules. It 
is 

noted that two electrons-

pairs have a linear arrangement, three pairs, a triangular arrangement, four pairs,

a tetrahedral, five pairs, in the form of a Lfigonal bipyramid and six pairs have

octahedral arrangement. These arrangements hold good for the non-Lransition

elements, i.e., those which do not use d electrons 
in 

N)nd formation. But

valence electrons of d' and d 10 behave like non-Lransi6on elements as regards the

shapes of molecules. It must be remembered that the regular shapcs are obtained

only when all the clecLron-pairs are forming bonds with die sanic kind of atom

or group. If sonic of the clect-rons are lone pairs or if there are two or more

different kinds of atorns or groups attached to the central atom, the regular

geometrical shapes become distorted. The geometrical 
s
hapes are 

the 
consequence

of the tendency of the clectron-pairs to be apart at a inaximum distance so that

the interaction between them is mininiurn. The repulsion bcm , cen free electron-

pairs will be obviously greater 
than 

that of repulsion N-twcen free electron pairs

and a 
bond 

pair whereas the repulsion between a bond pair and another bond pair

will be least. This theory is known :is Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion

(VSEPR) Thoory. The interacti, i between cIccLron-pairs 
in 

the valence shell of

die central atom when lorming chemical honds follows Ili(, ordcr:
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lone pziir-- We pair > lone pair—bond pair > bond pair--bond pair

rcpukion	 repulsion	 rcpukion

In short 1p--1p > 1p —bp > bp — bp (11) = lone pair, bp = bond pair)

Mercury has two electrons in the valence shell (W). These electron are used

to form two covalent bonds with, say, Cl atorns giving mercuric chloride,

llgCl,, as shown 
in 

Fig. 5--1 (b). The two bond pairs in J'gCl2 arrange

ilicinsekes as far apart as possible in order to minimize the repulsion between

them and the only arrangement is that in which the molecule is linear :

Cl : Hg : Cl	 Cl—Ilg--CI

Similarly, Be, Zn, Cd, lig having two electrons in the vaience shell form

linear molecules of the type A : M : A (i.e. A—M—A). In terms of the

molecular orbital they exhibit sp hybridization. The case is sinnilar for

[Ag(N"3)21' or [Ag(CN),]- complex ions in which Ag' has the completLd 4d'^'

clecLron level.

INC: Ag: CN] -	[H,N : Ag : NH, I '

The linear bonds may be represented symbolically as in Fig. 5-1 (c).

The three electron pairs in BF3 are bond pairs and are situated at the comers

of an equilateral triangle for inininiurn inicracfion at maximum distance from

F

r

(a)	 (b)	 (c)

Fig, 5-2. Tringular shape : (a) TringulaT arTangcrilent of three CICOTon-pairs : (b)

TTailIgULIT ^hape of BF 3 ; (c) SymNAic representation of plane triangular

molecule.
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one another as shown in Fig 5-2(a) and (b) and symbolically represented in

Fig. 5-2 (c).

F

F' -	 -^F

F	 F

The angle between F—B—F is 120' which gives the greatest possible

separation between the bonded elcuron-pairs. In terms of molecular orbital B

uses SP2 hybrid orbitals to form the three bonds.

In the case of tin compounds, such as stannous chloride, there is distortion

because of the presence of a lone pair. 
Sri 

has the valence electrons 5S2 5p2 . The

lone pair occupies one comer of the triangle and the two comers are occupied by

x 
^n 

'x

CI	 Cl	 Cl

the two bond pairs as given in Fig. 5-3 (a). The lone pair exerts a greater

repulsioi, on the bond pairs resulting in the shortening of the angle

CI--Sn—CL Thus the effective shape of SnCl 2 molecule in the vapour phase is

Cl;

(a)	 (b)

Fig. 5-3 (b). Distortion in triangular molecules : (a) V-shape Of SnC12 due to tile

presence of a lone pair in plane triangular arrangement. (b)

Symbolic rcprescnta6on of a V-shaped molecule.

a V-shape as given in Fig. 5-3 (a) and symbolically represented in Fig. 5-3

(b). The molecular orbital is given by spl hybridization : one of the three m.o.

is occupied by the lone pair electrons.

The electrostatic repulsions between four pairs of electrons are at a

minimum when these are situated at the comers of a regular tel-rahedron as in the

case of CH, and S'C'4. The angle between Ii--C—H bond is 109'28' antl is
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known as the tetrahedral angle. The Figures 5-4 (a) and (b) represent the

tetrahedral shape of the molecule and the geometry of the tetrahedron is given in

Fig. 5--4 (c) which gives the perspective view of the distances of the 4 comers

H
X

C	
H

H;zi
X
H

(a)	 (b)	 ^C)

Fig. 5-4. Tetrahedral shape : (a) Tetrahedral arrangement of 4 electron-pairs. (b)

Tetrahedral shape Of CI-14. (c) Tetrahedral orientation of bonds in space.

from the centre. A vM large number of molecules have the tetrahedral shal-.--

*2	 –2
including complex ions, such as Zn(NH3)4 , Cd(CN)4 ctc. As mentioned

before in terms of molecular orbital, the central atom uses sp l hybrid orbitals for

bond formadon. Note that the square planar arrangement of 4 clecLron-pairs is

ruled out because the angles between clectron-pairs are 90' which is smaller than

the approximate tetrahedral angle 109.5'.

In a molecule of ammonia, there is one ]one pair and three bond pairs. The

loncpair-bondpa j r repulsion in ammonia gives it a distorted tetrahedral shape as

W

shown in Fig. 5-5(a) and the molecule assumes a trigonal pyramidal

arrangement as illustrated in Fig. 5-5 (b). Marty other molecules such as PC13

N

;H	
--------

.4

(a)	 (b)

Fig. 5-5. Distortion m tetrahedral molecules due to one ]one pair : (a) Trigonal

PyTarrudal ' ila l)c Of "3- (h) Symbolic representation of a trigonal

P^'Tanudal mole(ule.
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and NF3 etc. have the same generid shape as shown in Fig. 5-5 (b). The bond

pairs are under the influence of two positive charge ccnLres of N and 11 and

occupy less volume than the lone pair which is under the influence of only one

positivc charge centre of N. The lone pair is also close to the central atom, N.
Therefore, the lone pair exerts a greater repulsion on the bond pairs in Nil,

distoOng the tetrahedral structure and the bond angle li—N-11 comes closer to
IU7. ;' instead of the tetrahedral angle 109.5'. If the three If in N11 3 is repkiced
hy F which is more eleuroi)cgative than H, the chargc concentration of the bond
pair is shifted towards F atoms in NF 3 . The lone pair on N in NF3 exerts a
greater repulsion on the bond pairs and the N—F bonds are further shrunk

F	 F

F

giving F—N—F angle in NF3 of only 102.1' smaller than H—N—fi angle in
NI-1 3 . NF3 like N14 3 has triangular pyramidal shape. In fact, all molecules with

three bond pairs and one lone pair have this geometry.

When we look into the electron distributions in water molec6lcs we find

that there are four electron pairs around oxygen and these consist of two lone

pairs and two bond pairs.

H

The four electron pairs are arranged in tetrahedral comers, two comers
occupied by the two lone pairs and the other two comers by the two bond-pairs

0

(b)

Fig. 5-6.

	

	 Dis,ortion in tetrahedral molecule due to two lone pairs : (V-shape of
If,() ; (h) Syrriholic representation of V-shaped molecule.
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(Fig. 5_6(a)]. The water molecule has, therefore, a V-shaped structure

JFig. 56 (b)]. But the two ]one pairs will exert a greater repulsion not only

between themselves but also on the two bond pairs and the two 0-1-1 in 1120

bonds are forced together closer than N-11 bond in N 113 molecule. The bond

angle 14-0-1-1 in water molecule is decreased to 104.5'. The situation is tile

same in F20 molecule, generally represented by Fig. 5-6(b). Thus an account

of the decrease of bond angle in NH3 and 1120 can be obtained on the

consideration that die lone pairs repel the bond pairs increasingly as the number

of lone pairs increases.

A central atom having five electron pairs presents a complicated situation.

The shape of the molecule with regular arrangement in which there is minimuni

of repulsion between electron pairs is a trigonal bipyramid as given in

C1
X

C1X

Cl;	 ^Ct

X

Cl

(b)0 (C)

Fi& 5-7. Trigonal bipyrarnidal shape : (a) Trigonal bipyrarnidal arrangement of

5 electron pairs. (b) Trigonal bipyramidal shape of PCIS. (C) symtx)lic

representation.

Fig. 5-7 (a). The shape Of PC15 is a regular triangular bipyramid shown in Fig.

5-7 (b), generally represcriLatcd by Fig. 5-7 (c) for such molecules like PCI.s,

NbCI5, TaCl, etc. In a Lrigonal bipyramid, the atoms at the apex (top and

bottom) are differently situated as compared to the three equatorial atoms at the

corners of a planar triangle. Thus in PCI 5, the angles CI—P--CI at the three

comers of the planar positions are 120', whereas the angle Ci—P—Cl involving

one Cl at the apex of 
the 

bipyramid is 90'. Tile total number of angles are : 6

angle-, of 90" each and 3 angles of 120 each.
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Now, in the molecules of V4 , ScF4 or TCCl4, the valence shell of S, Se
and Te contains 3S2 3p4 and 5 S2 

5p4 electron arrangements respectively. The
molecules each have total number of 10 electrons involved in bond formation,
the same as in PC1 5 but with one lone pair. The bonds in SF 4 , TcF4 or TcF4
should be directed at the comers of a trigonal bipyramid. But there are two

possibilities of the arrangement of the lone pair which may be placed either, (a)

at the equatorial position (base) of the pyramid or, (b) at the axial or apical
position as shown below :

F

I /	 I 
F F

S	
F— S/I \FF	 F

(a) equatorial	 (b) axial

In (a) there are four (4) bp--bp angles of 90 o and two (2) 1 p--bp angles of
90*. Also there arc one (1) bp—bp angle of 120' and two (2) 1p—bp angles of

120', In (b) There are three (3) bp--bp angles of 90' and three (3) 1p—bp angles

of 90'. Also there are three (3) bp--bp angles of 120'. Since 1p—bp repulsions

are greater than bp—bp repulsions it is evident that shape (a) is the preferred
arrangement and proved experimentally. Thus the molecules of SF4, SeF4 and
SC1 4 have four bond pairs and a lone pair as shown in Fig. 5-8(a) for SC4.

The lone pair occupies an equatorial position because it is at an angle of 90' to

two bond pairs only. If the lone pairs is at the apex, this will make an angle
C1
.X

mq 

cl

.X
cl
(a)	 (b)

Fig. 5-8.	 Distotion in trigonal b i pyramidal shape due to one lone pair : (a)
Irregular tetrahedral Shape of SC14- (b) Irregular tetrahedral molecule.
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of 90 1 to three equatorial bond pairs. The lone pa ir-bondpai r repulsion is less

when the lone pair is at the equatoprial position and hence the molecules have an

irregular tetradedral shape derived from the distortion of trigonal bipyramid as

shown in fig. 5-8(b). The six valence electrons each of S, Se and Te might

have been distributed in an octahedral positions with bond angles of 90' with the

central atom, but there are not enough electron pairs in SF4, SeF 4 or TcC14 to

form this shape.

Molecules like CIF 3 and BrF3 in which Cl and Br have s 2 
P 5 valence

electrons have the two lone pairs in the Lrigonal bipyramid arrangement at the

following position ; (i) The two lone pairs at the apical positions at 180 o , (ii)

the two lone pairs at the equatorial position at 120', (iii) one lone pair at the

apex and the other lone pair at the equatorial po
s ition at LA)'.

F
F,\

F\	 Cl —

"C —F

	 F	
F / I

F
F

In this case the tx)ndpair-bondpair repulsion is more significant as is seen by

the following considerations :—

in (i) the 6 loncpair-bondpair angles are at 90'.

In (ii) there are four lonepair-bondpair angles of 90'and two lonepair-

bondpair angles of 120' and lone pai r-lonepa ir angle is 120'.

In (iii) the lonepai r- lone pair angle is 90 o and, three lonepair-bondpair angles

of 90' and two bondpair-bondpair angles of 90'.

Out of the above three possibilities, the most probable shape of the

molecule, CIF 3, is that one in which the electrostatic repulsion is minimum and

the electron pairs are situated as far apart as possible. From this consideration the

two lone pairs must be situated in the-equatorial position as shown in Fig. 5-9

(a) or (ii) above, giving the molecule a T-shape, generally represented as in Fig.

5-9 (b). In terms of molecular orbitals the centr-al atom uses sp 1d hybrid bonds.

. When the number of lone pairs increases to three in the trigonal bipyramidal

structure with five electron pairs as in die case of IC1 2- ion or tri-iodide 1 3- iOn
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(as in K13), the only possible arrangement for the three lone pairs are the

equatorial positions in which these will have minimum of repulsion as given in

F

E

(a)	 (b)

Fig. 5-9. Distortion in tfigonal bipyramidal shape due to lone pairs : (a) T-shapc
of CIF3 ; (b) Symbolic representation of T-Shaped molecule.

Fig. 5-10 (a). The two iodine atoms are at an angle of 180' and hence the

molecule is linear in shape as shown in Fig. 5-10 (b).

X

I
Gl)	 (b)

Fig. 5-10. Distortion in Lrigonal bipyramidal shape due to three lone pairs ; (a)

Linear shape Of 13— ion. (b) Symbolic representation.

Molecules, in which the central atom has six electron pair bonds as in SF6,

MoFC, PCIC etc., assume the shape of a regular octahedron as shown in

Fig.5-1 I (b). It is 
be evident that the electrostaric repulsion is minimum for
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(a)
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this arrangement of 6 electron pairs and that the bond angles are all 90' as is

generally illustrated in Fig. 5-11 (c). In terms of molecular orbital, the central

atom uses d2Sp3 or Sp3d2 orbitals for bond formation.

F
X

F . \\ - Fx

'S

F x'	 F

ex
F

(b) (C)

Fig. 5-11. Octahedral shape ; (a) Octahedral arrangement of 6 electron pairs ; (b)
Shape of SF6 molecule ; (c) Octahedral orientation of bonds in space.

However, if the 6 electron pairs consist of one lone pair and 5 bond pairs,

the molecule will assumes the shape of square pyramid as in the case of IF5,

BrF5 , SbCI 5-2 shown in Fig. 5-12 (a) and 5-12 (b). If there are 2 lone pairs

and 4 bond pairs, obviously the two lone pairs have minimum repulsion if they

F

(a)
	

(b)

Fig. 5-12. Distortion in octahedral shape due to one lone pair : (a) Square
pyramidal shape of IF5 . (b) Symbolic representation of a square

pyramidal molecule.
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are situated at 180' angle to each Other at the two opposite comers. The molecule

then assumes a square planar shape as in the case of IC4-, BrF4-. Taking BrF4-

as an example, the valence shell of Br contains s2 
P 5 electron arrangement. The

formation of BrF^- ion can be shown as follows :—

S2	 P5	
do

Br (ground state)	
L--]= 

doIII MTIT II [1-
Br (excited state) F 1-1, 1 71—T TI I 'I I 	I	 I	 d,

d2Br- (excited state)	 17 1', 1
BrF4- ion formed MI,	 '4

F F	 F F

sp3d 2

Thus the six pairs of electrons in BrF 4- or IC14- ions (2 lone pairs and 4

bond pairs) are distributed at the comers of an octahedron. The most probable

arrangement for the minimum repulsion between the lone pairs is that in which

these are situated at a maximum distance apart at the opposite comers giving

square planar structure for IC14- ion as shown in Fig. 5-13(a) and 5-13(b).

Thus the square planar shape of a molecule is the result of distortion in the

octahedral arrangement. XcF4 molecule has similar square planar shape IFig.

5-13 (c)].

	

Cl	 CI

Xc/

	

cl^	 CI

(a)
	

(C)

Fig. 5-13. Distortion in octahedral shape due to two lone pairs. : (a) Square planar

shape Of IC14- ion. (b) Symtx)lic representation. (c) XeF4 Molecule-
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Seven pairs of electrons in a molecule having all the 7 pairs as bond pairs

appear to have a pentagonal bipyramidal shape as in the case of IF7 and ZrF7-3

ion. This is illustrated in Fig. 5-14(a) and 5-14(b). If one of the bond pairs is

a ]one pair, as in the case of (SbBr6) —3 ion, the shape is distorted to irregular

octahedron.

Molecules with more than 6 pairs of clectrons have rather complicated shape

and are not discussed in this book.

F
.x

(a)	
( h)

Fig. 5-14. (a) Pentagonal bipyramidal shape of 1177- (b) SyrriN)fic representation.

The various shapes of molecules on the basis of electron pairs repulsion in

the valence shell are summarised in Table 5. 1.

Molecules having double and triple bonds have almost similar shapes as

those with only single bond. It is to be remembered that double and tfiplc bonds

are generally formed by using both cr and it: bonds. The shape of a molecule

containing an atom with a double or triple bonds is generally determined only by

the number of pairs of (i electrons in the valence shell. The effect of 7E electrons

is just ignored. Thus in the Molecule Of C2H4, each C atom has three Or bond

pairs and one 
it 
bond pair. The most probable arrangement of three a bond pairs

is that in which these are situated with a plane triangular shape. Hence ethylene

molecule has a plane triangular shape with the two C atoms at the two cenLres of

the two triangles joined by a double bond.
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H 

\F	

H
\ G
C —

71

Table 5.1. Shapes of molecules on the basis or electron pairs.

No. of
valence Arrangement	 No. of No. of Shapes of	 Exwnples

shell	 bond	 tone	 molecules

ele,(ron	 pairs	 pairs

pairs

2.	 Linear	 2	 0	 Linear	 BeCl2,HgCl2,

[Ag(CN)21—

3	 Equilateral	 3	 0	 Triangular	 BCI,. BF3
plane

2	 1	 V-shape	 SnC12 (gas)

4	 Tetrahedron	 4	 0	 Tetrahedral	 CH4, BF4_, SIC14
3	 1	 Trigonal

pyra.mid	 NII,, PC13

2	 2	 V-shape	 HO, F20

5	 TTigonal	 5	 0	 Trigonal	 PC],, NbCI5_

6

7

bipyTarnid
4	 1

3	 2

2	 3

Octahedron	 6	 0
5	 1

4	 2

Pentagonal	 7	 0
bipyramid

6	 1

bipyramidal

Irregular
tetrahedron
T-shape

Linear

Octahedral
Square
pyramid
Square plane

Pentagonal
bipyramidal

Irregular
octahedral

ScF4- TC('1 4' Sl_4

CIF3, BrF3

IC1 2— , 13—

SF6, M,F6_
IF5

XeF4, IC14_

IF7

jSbBr61_'

I
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Similarly, COC12 has a planar triangular shape based on the most probable

arrangement of three (Y electron pairs of C atom.

CI

C=O

Cl

CO2 has a linear structure because the two Cr electron pairs of C are situated at an

angle of 180'. In HCN molecule there are two (Y bond pairs and two 7t bond pairs

giving a single a bond between C and H and a single cr bond between C and N

and two n bonds between C and N:

H--C =— N

Since n bond pairs are ineffective, the shape of HCN is linear on the basis

of the arrangement of the two a bond pairs.

The molecule Of S02C12 has a tetrahedral shape since the four c; bond pairs

of S atom are arranged in this manner:

0
CI

Cl

But a double bond consists of two electron pairs, and due t(, greater

repulsion the angle between two adjacent double bonds is greater than that

between two single bonds. The angle O=S=O is larger than CI—S—CI in

S02C12. This is applicable in all cases such as SO4-2 ion :

0-

/,-"0-
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Molecules containing double bonds and also lone pairs are subjected to

distortions. But the shapes of such molecules depend mostly on the number of or

bond pairs and are distorted according to the repulsion between the lone pairs and
Cr bond pairs and also due to lonepair-lonepair repulsion. Thus, NOCI assumes a
V-shape or angular structure since the most probable arrangement of three crelectron Pairs (two (Y bond pairs and one lone pair) is plane triangular but
distorted to angular shape because of the presence of a lone pair in the molecule:

C1	 0

Similar is the case 
with S02, molecule and NO,- ion

_0 0	 0	 0

As mentioned before, 
Molecules consisting 

Of four cr electron pairs are
tetrahedral in shape, But the presence of lone pair or pairs distort the structure in
a similar manner. Thus in 

the Molecule SOC12 and S03-2 ion, there are four a
electron pairs (three a bond pairs and one a lone pair). The original tetrahedral
structures are distorted to triangular pyramidal shape giving :

S

0	 Cl	 0	
0-

Cl	 0-
(SOC1 2) 	 (S03 -2 ion)

C102- ion having two a bond pairs and two lone pairs (total of four 
Cy electron

Pairs) is distorted to V-shape

The molecules with five and six cr electron pairs Containing a lone pairs
bring about distortions of Lrigonal bipyramidal and octahedral shapes respcc-
tive l y. Some of the examples of the shapes (If moiccules containing doublebonds are given in Table 5.2.
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0—
I

C1

0	 0-	 0 0 0—	 0 0 0

(C10 2 ion)	 (003_'on)	
(Clo,- ^on)

Thus the shapes of 
molecules containing double and tripe bonds can be

prMicted by 
assuming that the two pairs and three pairs of electrons in a double

and triple bonds respectively occupy only one of the positions in the various

arrangements as predicted in the case of single electron pair bond (single bond)

molecules. n electron pairs of double or triple bonds are ignored in determining

the shapes of moicculcs.

Table 5.2 
Shapes of molecules containing double and triple

bonds.

N o. of	 lheorchrai

a elecrron arrange—ni

pairs _T 

712

V0. of Vo, of Shapes of

a bond lone niolecules

2
	

0	 Linear

2'SO3
Plane triangular 

I NO3' C2"4

V-shaped	 SO,, NOCI

Tetrahedral	
Sop,, So',-2

Triangular	 SOC12

pyramidal	 t So'-2

V-shaped
	

C1027

3

4

Fquilateral triangle 3

2

Tetrahultal	 4
	

0

3
	

1

2
	

2

Thus the important considerations in predicting the shapes 
of molecules boil

down to the following main points :—

(1) The (Y 
bond pairs and ]one pairs of electrons in molecules arrange

themselves at a maximum di
stance from one another to minimize the

repulsion between them.

(3)
The lonepair-lonepair repulsion is much greater than bondpair-bondpair

repulsion gving rise to maximum distortion in the shape.

(4)
Lone pair also repels bond pairs giving rise to some distortions.
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(2) n hond pairs of electrons do not generally determine the shapes of

molecules.

(5) A double bond pair repels another double bond pair more than the

^cpulsion between single bond pairs or a double bond pairs-singlcbond

pair.

(6) Repulsion between bond pair is influenced by ft clearonegativity of

the atoms forming the bonds. The repulsion decreases as the

clectronegativity values increases.

Shapes of more complicated molecules involving d clectrons are not

discussed in this chapter (see chapter 24 on Complex Compounds).

Comparison of bond hybridization and electron repulsion model

or molecules

The bond angles in molecules could be predik:icd on the ba
s
is of

hybridization of bond orbitals or the result of cicctron pair rcpulsi6n in valence

shcll. Thcre appears to be good agreement between the results of Lite two theories

as given in Table 5.3 but departures QCLur in many ca-ses.

Table 5.3. Bond angles prediction by orbital hybridization and

electron pair repulsion.

Vurnber	 Hybridization	 Bond angle	 Number of	
Bond angle

?f bonds	 predicted	 electron pairs	 predicted

2	 SP	 180*	 2	 180*

3	 SP2	 120'	 3	 120*

2	 p 
2	 90,	 4	 109*28'

3	 p 3
	 90,	 4	 109*28'

4	 SP3	 109'28'	 4	 109*2h'

5	 sp3d, dsp3	 Trigonal	 5	 Trigonal

bipyTamid	 bipyramid

6	 sp?dl d2sp'	 (ktahedral	 6	 (ktahedral

Thus in H20 (105') NH3 M)7^), 
the cleLtron pair repulsion gi%cs closer

prediction to the tetrahedral angle 109'28 ' than the re^,ulus oft-x)nd h^bri&zation

model. But the bond angles in H 2 S, H 2Sc, H-Te ind in PH, A0-1,, are closer if)

those predicted by simple p orbital in%okcinent in N)nd ft ,raiation. As the
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central atom becomes larger in size as in 0, S, Se Te or N, P, As and Sb, the

ClOctron repulsion appears to decrease to a marked extent and the bond angles in

Table 5.4. Actual bond angles in hydrides and halides.

Predicted: by Hybrid orbitals 	 900

by Electron repulsion 109'28'

H 2 S , H2Se, H 2Te and in PH3, AsH 3, SbH3 molecules approach the value of

simple orbital prediction. Some of the values of bond angles are given in Table
5.4 for comparison.

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

I - Show that Al2CI6 molecule is made of two tetrahedra with aluminium atoms at the
two centrcs. Why should it have this Structure ?
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2. What is the geometry of ozone (03) ? How do you explain the shape on the basis
of 2 cF bond pairs and I lone pair of electrons ?

3. Predict the shape of the following on the basi g of electron pair repulsion : N20,
-3SnC4, AsH3- PH4 ', CC14, XcF4, XeF2, PF5 , ScF6, PbCl2, H 2S and PO4 .

4. What shapes do you assign to S02 and S03 ? The fact that S03 has zero dipole
moment has been used to conclude about the geometry of the molecule. Explain.

5. What is the effect of lone pair of electrons (non-bonding electrons) on Lhe
shapes of molecules ? Illustrate with examples.

6. flow the presence of double bonds ii,fluences the shapes of the molecules ?

7. The presence of n-bondings has generally been ignored in determining the
shapes of a molecule. Why ?

8. Discuss the properties and bonding in water molecule.
9. Give the structure of Al206, PC16-, AIH4-, NH 3 , SF4, PtC1 5 , S'C'4
10. Draw the three-dimensional pictures of the following chemical species showing

lone pairs of electrons that occur in a valence level

SF6, AsF5, CIF3, pC4-2

11. Draw the three -d i mention al pictures of the following chemical species. Estimate
bond angles from the type of synunetry present in each case.

C10- 	Ca"	 C102-,	 Cl()3_

C104-	 Co"	 N2,	 Co

CN_	 C2_2
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,rYPES OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS

There are actually quite a large nurnber of difl*crent types of' chcfnical

reactions that can be distinguished from one another. Attempts ha v c, thorclorc,

been made to classify them into groups. It may be noted that there are again

different basis of classification of chemical reactions. Thus chemical reaction.,,

may be classified as—

(1)	 reactions among the atoms and molecules 
of 

the same kind;

(11)	 reactions among the atoins and molcttiles of different kinds of

substances ;

(111)	 miscellaneous types of reactions.

Chemical reactions may al
s
o be classified on the basis of electron transfer

phenomenon. Thus we have examples of,

(i) reactions in which there in no clek:troo transfer, and

(ii) reactions in which Ulm 
is 

electron transfer Iron, One atom to anothut.

1. Reactions among the Atoms and Nlolecules (of the Same Kind

1. isomeric rransrormations : In this process the atoms in the

111 ,jecule of a ^ tjj)stancc undcl-go a rearrangement producing a new substance of

th, ame conq osition.-, as the original one bill xiih different propertic , ' I he

\"!! knoAn ca^(: of ti l e (-o l j \ , er^ion of ammonitim cyanate, NH4('N ( ). into urea,

(I	 t,^ l j c^j j Is an c \ .Ip, pic of- isomeric change.
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Nil,

heatNH4CN0	 __4 O=c

NH2

The composition of the two substances are the same but arrangements of the

atoms in the molecules arc different. The cis-and Lrans-isomers, Of complexes and

organic compounds are other examples.

2. Polymerisation : This process consists of the formation of a large

molecule by the combinations of large number of small molecules of the same

kind. The product is known as a polymer. Thus ethylene, CA, is a monomer

and polyethylene, (—HC2--CH2—)n, is a polymer. Sulphur trioxidc is a trimer

(S03)3 and phosphorus pentoxide is a dimer (P205)2' Sulphur atoms also

polymcrise to form a chain of sulphur atoms in plastic sulphur. Phosphate,

borate and silicate also give PolYmefic structures.

3. Depolymerisat ion : In this process a polymer or a complex

molecule breaks up to give two or more molecules of the same kind. Thus

N204, a dimer, breaks up into two molecules of NO2-

4. Condensation : This process consists of the formation of molecules

of a compound with the elimination of water. For instance; two molecules Of

phosphofic acid combine to form pyrophosphoric acid with elimination of one

molecule of water.

OH OH
OH	 OH	 i	 I

I	 I	 -H20	
— 0_70	0= P --OH + OH— P= 0	 P	 I

I	 I	 I

OH	 OH	 OH OH

	

2 molecules of orthophosphori c acid	 Pyrophospho . ric acid

—12
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Similarly, 2 molecules Of 112SO4 undergo condensation :

0	 0
1	 1

HO—S-0 H H —S—OH
I	 I

0

I -H20

0	 0
1	 1

HO—S---G— S —0 H
I	 I

0	 0
Pyrosulphuric acid

5. Decomposition : In this reaction the molecule of a substance breaks

up into two or more molecules of different substances. Thus when mercuric

oxide in strongly heated it breaks up into mercury and oxygen. Similarly,
potassium chlorate gives potassium chloride and oxygen on strong heating.

21-190 = 2Hg + 02

2KC103 = 2KCI + 302

2PNNO3)2 = 2PbO + 4NO2 + 02

6. Association : in this process two or more molecules of a substance

combine together to form a large aggregate. The substance remains unaltered

after association and no new substance is formed (compare from polymerisation).
for instance, water is an associated liquid whereas 1-12S is not and is therefore, a
gas at ordinary temperature. The association in water is due to hydrogen bonding.

Similarly, acetic acid is an associated liquid in which 2 molecules become
associated through hydrogen bonding.

7. Dimmiation : This process may be of two types : (a) Thermal
dissociation and (b) Ionic di&sociation in solution.

(a) Thermal dissociation is a process in which a substance decomposes on

heating and the products recombine on cooling. Thus when ammonium chaloride
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is heated, it dissociates into ammonia and hydrochloric acid. The latter two

recombine again on cooling to produce ammonium chloride.

heating
NH4C' c.^ '̂ HCI + NH3

oling

It may be noted that dissociation is a reversible reaction in which the

dissociating substance and the products of dissociation are present together in the

system in a state of equilibrium. Similarly, the dissociation of PC15 follows the

equation :

P — PC1 3 + 02C15 ^

(b) Ionic dissociation is a process when a substance breaks up into cations

and anions in solutions (say, in water or other solvents). The two ions

recombine when the solvent is removed,

m water

NaCI	 Na+ + CI -
water removed

KNO3 ^^ K I + NO3—

The ionic dissociation also gives examples of reversible reactions.

8. Disproportionation : In this reaction a compound undergoes

simultaneously oxidation and reduction due to the presence of an element of

variable oxidation states. In this process a compound of an element breaks up

into two new substances, one containing the element in a lower oxidation and

the other containing the same clement in a higher state of oxidation. Thus

cuprous chloride disproportionates: into cupric chloride and clemenLuy copper.

Other examples are disproportionation of gold chloride into auric chloride and

gold.

Similarly, sodium hypochlorite in solution on heating changes to sodium

chlorate and sodium chloride.
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From the above examples it is evident that changes in oxidation states of the

elements occur during disproportionation reaction. When 611 disproportionates
. I	

- 
2

Cup, CUC12 + C6
.1	 +3

3AuCl 2Au +A UC13

+ 1	 +5	 -1

3N'aC]O =NaC'03+NaCl

into Cu and states, it may be concluded that & ions oxidize other & ions to

form u and Cu. Another definition (if disproportionation reaction may be put
forward as follows :-

A reaction in which a substance oxidizes itself and also reduces itself is
known as disproportionation reaction.

A disproportionation reaction can occur if the standard electrode potential of

the couple, say, M I/M* I , is more negative than that of the couple, M*I/M*2, for
a system involving M O , M*' and M*2 ions. Thus the values for coper ions are :-

	

0	 0.52V	 0. 1 5V

	

Cu	 Cu+	 CU+2

0.34V

Thus the force for the conversion of 6u to C(9u' is numerically 0.52 volts.
I	 ted to

This can happen only if another & is conver	 6u for which the value is

0.15V. Since the driving force forconversion ot'd to Cou (0.52 volts) is greater
61 to &

than the force required for u	 u (0.15), hence	 is capable to go

spontaneously to Cuo and Cu* 2 ion.

IL Reactions Between Atoms and Molecules of different

Substances

1. Synthesis : Union of atoms or molecules of two or more different
substances to produce a new compound is known as synthesis or synthetic
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reaction. Thus when sulphur combines with iron on heating to produce ferrous

sulphide, the process involved is synthesis :

S + Fe = FeS

Similarly, the following examples also show synthetic reactions :

211, + 02 = 2H20

CaO + CO2 = CaCO3

2. Metathesis or Exchange Reactions : In these reactions two or

more substances react which involve displacement of partners to form new

substances. These arc divided into two groups :

(a) Simple displacement or substitution : In this process one element

displaces or substitutes another element from a compound. Thus zinc displaces
hydrogen from dilute sulphuric acid to form zinc sulphate and hydrogen is set

free :

Zn + 11 2SO4 = ZnSO4 + "2

Similarly, iron reacts with copper sulphate solution displacing copper to

form ferrous sulphate :

Fe + CUSO4 = Cu + FcSO4

(b) Double decomposition or double di.iplacemen( : In this process the

components of two reacting compounds change places, i. c., doubly displaced.

Thus when silver nitrate solution is added to a solution of sodium chloride,

sodium nitrate and silver chloride are formed by double displacement:

AgNO3 +NaCI = NaNO3 + AgCI

It may be mentioned that neutralization reactions and hydrol , sis may be included

in the double displacement type of reacUons.

(c) Neutralization : Acids and bases react with one another to form water

and ionic compounds known as salts. Thus NaOH reacts with HCI to produce
water and NaCl :

Na011 + HCI = H 20 + NaCi
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(d) Hydrolysis : This reaction is more generally defined as the process in
which an ion reacts with water to form either H + ions or 01-1— ions. The effect of
water on different substances produces different results. Examples of hydrolytic
reactions are:

Na2CO3 + 21-120 — 2NaCH + HICO3

PC13 + 31-120 = H,P()3 +3HCl

.	
(e) Ammonolysis: This tuYPe Of reaction is analogous to hydrolysis. This

is a reaction in which an ion reacts with NH 3 producing compounds containing
ammonia residues, i. e.. NH2 , NH or N and releasing H+ ion. Thus when
ammonia is added to a solution of mercuric chloride, a white precipitate is
obtained which is Hg(NH2)CI.

III. Miscellaneous Types or Chemical Reactions

There are a large number of chemical reactions which may be classified as
miscellaneous types. These, of course, may be included in one or other of the
various types described before. Some of them are of great importance in
chemistry and are described below.

1. Addition reaction : This is a chemical reaction that involves the
addition of the atoms of a molecule to a molecule containing a double bond or a
triple bond. These also include reactions in which' a molecule is added to another
molecule during chemical reaction:

CH2 = CH2 + H, = CHr—CH3

FeSO4, 71-120; CUSO4, 51-120 etc. are formed by the addition of water
molecules to FeSO4 and CuSO4 respectively and are known as hydrates, This
particular type of addition reaction is known as "hydration" reaction. This occurs
during crystallization of the products from aqueous solutions.

2. Cracking or Pyrolysis : in this process the thermal decomposition
of a large molecule into many different small molecules takes place. 

"US CA
may give by cracking a mixture Of CA and 0-14 :

CH3--CH2—CH3 --- 4 CIH, + CH,
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Another example is the cracking of petroleum hydrocarbons for the

manufacture of gasoline which is a complicated mixture of smaller hydrocarbon

molecules.

3. Catalytic reaction : This type of reaction is effectcd in the presence

of a foreign substance which remains practically unchanged at the end. Some

reactions which proceed very slowly or do not occur are generally enhanced in

presence of the foreign substance. There arc also reactions in which the progress

of the reaction is arrested or retarded by the foreign substance. Such types of

reactions are known as catalytic reactions and the foreign substance is called a

catalyst.

Catalysts or catalytic agents can, therefore, accelerate or retard the speed of

chemical reactions.

Synthesis of ammonia from nitrogcn and hydrogen in presence of tungsten

or iron as catalyst is well-known example :

N2 + H2 
W or Fe	

NI-13

Similarly,	 S02+02 
Pt or , 

S03V205

The change of catalyst may produce different types of catalytic reactions

giving different products from the same starting reactants. Thus,

ZnO Cr203
CO + 21-12 ---+ CH30H

CO +	 31-12	
Ni	

CH4 + H20

An example of the retardation of a chemical reaction in presence of catalyst
is the inhibition of the decomposition of H202 by addition of a trace amount of

acetanifide or borax. Similarly, addition of lead tetracthyl inhibils the explosion

rates of gasoline.

4. Chain reaction : In this type of reaction the products of the reaction

cause the reaction to continue further. One of the products of reaction is activated

by some means and reacts with more molecules and so a chain is formed. Thus
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reaction between chlorine and huydrogen molecules takes place in presence of

sunlight giving rise to the following chain reaction :

C1, ' 
light (hv) 

^ 20

Cl + H2 = HC1 + H

H + C12 = HCI + Cl

Cl + H2 = HCl + H, etc.

5. Photochemical reaction : Certain reactions take place quite readily

when the reactants are exposed to light. Such reactions are known as

photochemical reactions. A well-known example is the darkening of a

photographic film when it is exposed to light and the effect of sunlight on

growing plants. The example given in the chain reaction of hydrogen and

chlorine' forming llCl is aM included in the photochemical reaction.

The branch of chemistry that deals with photochemical reactions is known

as photochemistry.

6. Induced reaction : Two substances which do not react directly with

one another, do, however, react in presence of a third substance which reacts with

one of them. Such reactions are known as induced reactions. For example,

sodium arsenite ' and sodium sulphite do not react with each other in aqueous

solution. But a solution of sodium sulphite reacts with oxygen of the air when

present alone to produce Na2SO4. But a mixed solution of Na2S03 and

Na3AS03 reacts with each other in presence of air and Na3AS03 
is oxidized to

Na3ASO4 by means of induced reaction :

-^" Na2SO4 +Na3ASO4Na3AS03 + Na2SO3 (air)

Similarly, green Ni(,O")2 is oxidized to black Ni02.1120 in presence of

Na2S03:

Ni(0102 + N11 2 SOA + 02 --> Ni02-1120 + Na,,SO4

grocn	 black
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7. Exothermic reaction : Reactions accompanied by the evolution of
heat are said to be exothermic reactions. The burning of magnesium, carbon,

sulphur, methane etc. in air, are all exothermic reactions. Once suirted,

exothermic reaction may proceed in the absence of any supply of energy from

outside. Thus, carbon continue to bum in oxygen with the evolution of heat

until the supply of carbon or oxygen is exhausted :

C + 02 = CO2 + 97 Kea]

2Mg + 02 = 2MgO + 148 Kcal

8AI + 3Fe 3O4 = 4AI 203 + 9Fc + 800 Kcal

8. Endothermic reaction : Reactions accompanied by the absorption of
heat are known as endothcrmic reactions. For example, the decomposition of

potassium chlorate into potassium chloride and oxygen take place only so long

as the compound is heated from outside. Similarly, the reaction of hydrogen and

iodine to form hydroiodic acid takes place with absorption of heat. Reactions of

this type require a continuous supply of energy from the outside to keep them
going :

H2 + 12 = 21-11 — 1.2 Kcal

C + 2S = CS 2 — 1.5 Kcal

9. ExPlOsion : This is a special type of exothermic combustion reaction
which takes place with extreme rapidity. The hCal Of reaction is liberated almost
instantly and usually a large increase in volume results. Thus a mixture of

gasoline and air when ignited explodes with great violence. Similarly, the rapid

burning of gunpowder results in an explosion.

' 10. Oxidation and Reduction : In addition to the above reactions
there are Other types of reactions which may not be included here but are
discussed in the appropriate places in this text book, It may be noted that quite a

large number of reactions involve electron transfer phenomenon. For this reason

the particular type of reactions, known as oxidation and reduction reactions, arc

dealt in the next chapter separately with sonic dculs since these are the most
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important reactions in chemistry both from the theoretical and practical points of

view.

]I. The "electrophilic" and "nucieophilic" reactions : 
The

a	 11-w m o	 hereterms "electrophilic" and "nucloophilic" are olten i^sed t 6, Zcr , rei Ui ns w

covalent bonds are formed.

There are many reactions that resuft ii; i,- ^ormauon of new covalent bond

and rupture of an old covalent bon,^ r, acid or a base functions as the bond-

breaking reagent. Lewis acids art. generally known as electrophilic reagents

because of the attraction to the ciectron-rich part of basic molecule. Lewis base

behaves as nucleophilic reagent because it attacks the electron-poor region of the

acid molecule and supplies electron pair to the nucleus. Base displacements are,

therefore, nucleophilic displacement reactions. In the reaction :

H3N: + BF3 = H^N: BF3

an electrophilic attack on N by B and also a nucleophilic attack on B 
by N take

place. Similarly, a nucleophilic displacement takes place when H+ ions react

with OH- ions; OH- + H30+ -) H20 + H20

Similarly, the displacement of base H 20 from the hydrated complex

[Cu(H20)4 1,2 by a stronger base NH3 is an example of nucleophilic displacement

[CU(H20)4 
)+2 + 4N'113 ___+ [Cu(NH3)41 +' + 41-120

An electronphilic displacement occurs when BF3 reacts with 12 when I in

displaiced by B.

BF3 + 12	 ) BF31 + 1+

Electrophilic displacement or acid displacement reactions are not SO 
Common

as the nucleophilic reaction%.

Generally, the two types of reaction may -be represented as electrophilic

displacement:

When H20 reacts With S03, it represents a nucleophilic attack on a double

bond
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0
11

H 20 + S = 0	 H2SO4
11
0

When an aqueous HF reacts with BF 3 an interesting type of reaction known

as "push pull reaction" occurs. In this case H20 pushes HF and 9173 pulls HF:

H20 + HF + BF3 —) IH301+ + BF4—

The electrophilic and nucleophilic displacements occur involving electrons

in pairs. Sometimes an impaired electron also gives rise to displacement

reactions which is known as "Radical displacement" because upaired electrons

give species which are radicals. Thus, when F atoms react with HCI we have CIO

radical. Similarly, OHO- radical is formed during the reaction of Fe *2 with

H202:

Fe-2 + H202	 ) Fc(OR),2 + OH'

F + HCI	 ) HF + CIO

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

1.	 How will you classify the different types of chemical reactions? Explain
some of the important chemical reactions giving examples.

2.	 Explain :-

(a) Electrolytic and thermal dissociation.

(b) Induced reactions.

(c) Chain reactions.

3.	 What are the differences between the following types of chemical
reactions? Illustrate with examples :—

(a) Polymerisation and condensation.

(b) Association and polymerisation.

(c) Decomposition and polymerisation.

(J)	 Ammonolysis and hydrolysis.
(e)	 Endothermic and exothermic.
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4.	 Explain the following reactions

(a) Disproportionation reaction.

(b) Displacement reaction.

5.	 Write note on different types of chemical reactions.

.1
	

Write short notes on :—

Association, dissociation and disproportionation.

7. Give a brief account of different types of chemical reactions.

8. Write notes on :—(a) Condensation reactions, (b) Exothermic and
endothermic reactions, (c) Induced reactions, (d) Disproportionation
reaction.


